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The Elecromagnetic Transient DC program, EMTDC, is the sofware simulator of
power networks in the real time domain. Over the years models for most power system

elements have been developed as the FORTRAN subroutines of this package.

Among the power system instn¡ments are transducers. The scaled-down duplicate

of the current and the voltage of transmission lines measured by the instn¡ment

transformers is of geat importance for both relaying and metering purposes. An accurate

model should be able to simulate the different types of distortion associated with

transducers. The distortion in current transformers is mostly due to nonlinear core

characteristic. To represent the highly nonlinear magnetizing curve of a ferromagnetic core

by a global linearized model, different approaches are implemented and three models are

developed in this thesis. In all three cases there are two zones of operation, namely, the

unsaturated portion and the san¡rated one which causes harmonic distortion in core current.

The deparnrre point from linear operation zone to saturation is known as the knee point.

The user is able to specify the coordinates of this point as well as the slope of each portion.

The study of typical runs of the core saturation models indicates that there is close

consistency between the outputs of the three models. There is also agreement between

these outputs and the experimentaily recorded core current waveforms.

It is shown that core saturation is not the sole distorting factor of measured

waveforms. With capacitive voltage devices ferroresonance is a known phenomenon which

causes undesirable voltage oscillation. Parameters like instant of fauit, turns ratio of

intermediate potential transformer and load configuration are separately tested and

contribution of each factor to the maximum magnitude and time constant of the resonating

waveform is investigated. The results a¡e in agreement with the data recorded in literarure.

Potential transformers are known as devices with the least output distortion. A

properly designed potentiai transformer should not cause noticeable magnitude and phase

distortion even when its core is saturated. This fact is checked by the model of a potential

transformer and the obtained voltage frdeliry is quite satisfactory.

In general the developed subroutines of a current transformer, a potential

transformer and a capacitive voltage transformer are accurate enough to be used for power

system simulation purposes. However, there is still room for further refinement of the

models in many aspects including core safuration.

VII
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INTRODUCTION

The objective of this thesis is to develop software to study the transient response of

three types of instn¡ment transformers in the time domain. The investigated devices ate

current transfonners ( CT s ), potential transformers ( PT s ) and capacitive voltage

transformers(CVTs).

The resuits of a transient simulation may be used by power system engineers in

design and placement of protective devices. These results also ensure that the system

components have the proper ratings to tolerate the effects of overvoltages and overculrents

caused by a system disturbance.

The developed sof¡vare will be used as subroutines in the EMTDC

( Electromagnetic Transient Direct Current ) package. EMTDC is the soft'ware tool used

for the simutation of power system transients in the real time domain by the digital

simulator at the Manitoba IIVDC Research Centre. Fig. 1.1 illustrates the algorithm of

EMTDC and the location of each subroutine or file within the program .

USER WRITTEN
FILES

USER
sub routine

library

EMTDC
sub routine

library

write
snapshot
if required

Fig. 1.1 Simplified EMTDC Algorithm Flow Chan [1]



Chapter I Introduction

A few words regarding the real time domain and digttal simulators will asist the

reader to gain a bener understanding of the capabilities of EMTDC. An electrical power

system can be mathematically represented by a set of equations in time domain. The exact

number of these equations differs from one system to another. To determine the power

system response to a disturbance, a typical digital simulator has to solve ail these equations

within a discrete time step. In order to achieve real time operation, all calculations must be

performed in a time less than or equal to the time step which is used by the sofware-based

simulator.

The computer nework that is used at the Manitoba HVDC Research Centre to

perform the calculations is based on the parallel processing concept. The generai

architecture of the machine is shown in Fig. 1.2 :

To other
Parallel Processing Unis

CP: Communication Port
PE: Processinq Element

Fig. 1.2 Digital Simulator - Pa¡allel Processing Unit [1]

Each one of the developed subroutines for the instrument transformers can be regarded as a

PE module.



Chapter I Introductíon

Although the introduction of the EMTDC program is not within the scope of this

thesis, the following two paragraphs taken from the Manitoba Research Centre

introductory booklet [1] can be beneficial for those with no background in EMTDC.

Símulation of electric power netvvorks by dígítal compwer was made possíble by

the píoneeríng work of Herntan Dommel with the development of EMTP.The elegance and

símplícíty of Donanel's algoríthm has been incorporated ínto a software trarsients pacl<nge

iniríally developed at Manitoba Hydro.TIæ software simulator krnwn as EMTDC was

desígned especíally to allow the time domaín sùnulatíon of power system networks whích

include HVDC converters and theír controls.

Manítoba Hydro requiredvery large electomagnedc ransients system stmuJatíors

of theír power system íncluding saual DC t¡nl<s wíth controls and protection represented

ín detail. EMTDC was developed independently from publíslæd algoríthm descriptions [2]
without reference to any exísting software codc. Emplasís was placed on accomntodating

multþle converter representations with controls and protections in modular formfor easy

assembly andrunníng on compurer.

The next six chapters deal with the development and completion of subroutines

which will be used in EMTDC for the simulation of instrument transformers. Chapter nvo

starts with a review of fundamental electromagnetic concepts. Basic parameters governing

core saturation such as magnetic field intensity and flux density are briefly skimmed to pave

the way for introduction to magnetizing curves and hysteresis loops. Later in this chapter,

hysteresis loops under steady state and transient conditions are discussed. Transient

phenomena such as inrush current, remanence and minor loops are reviewed and different

types of core losses are explained.

In chapter three, general elecromagnetic principles applicable to all types of

instrument transformers are reviewed. Equivalent circuits are discussed and the nature of

saturated core current is investigated. Figures from reference 3 are used in chapters two and

three to iilustrate certain eiectromagnetic concepts.

Modeling of current transformers is the subject of chapter four. Here a thorough

explanation of the modei from the generation circuit up to the numerical stabilizing

techniques is inciuded. The mathematical background, as well as the practical aspects of

circuit element modeling, a¡e discussed. Two different core saturation models are

developed. These nvo models are referred to as case I and case 2 throughout the thesis.

Most often transformer saturation is modeled using a piecewise linea¡ representation

of the magnetization characteristic. The characteristic can be fairiy accurately represented in

a piecewise linear manner using as few as two linea¡ segments. This approach resuits in

simple and fast models with sufficient acclracy l4l.



Chapter I Introductíon

In case 1, magnetizing core curent is modeled by a tro segment piecewise linear

inductor. A linear resistor in parallet with the inductor models core resistive losses. Similar

models have already been developed and discussed in literanue [5]. The advantage of the

present core model is that when an unsaturated core goes to saturation, the system

admittance matrix does not change. This featu¡e saves computer processing time in

executing transient prognuns like EMTDC which use the method of admittance matrix

inversion.

The core model of case 2 is based on a linearized flux - cuÍent loop. A similar

methd of modeting known as "square loop approximation" is discussed in reference [6]

and its shortcomings are shown. The model of case 2 overcomes some of those

deficiencies. The other feature of the core model of case 2 is that it does not contribute to

the expansion of the system admittance *.ui*. In other words, no linear or nonlinea¡

inductors would be placed in the admittance matrix. Therefore some computer processing

time will be saved.

Finally the minor loops are linearized as parallelograms inside the parent

flux - curent loop. This is a unique feature in modeling of core transients and provides

linear approximation of highly nonlinear minor loops.

Potential transformers are discussed in chapter five. The equivalent circuit model

and a different method of representing core saturation are explained. To be able to evaluate

the performance of the core models of case 1 and case 2, this third saturation model was

developed- A simila¡ core model is suggested in reference 7. The model is based on

representing magnetizing inductance as a linear inductor. When a core goes to saturaúon,

the difference be¡teen is linear magnetizing curent and saturated magnetizing curent is

added to the curent drawn by the linea¡ inductor.

This model is implemented in the subroutines of potential transformers and

capacitive voltage transformers. In many aspects this model is similar to the model of

case 1. However, in the model of potential transformers both the linear magnetizing

inductor and the core resistor appear in system admittance matrix, which is a drawback

compared to the case 1.

Conclusions of the last ¡vo chapters are extended to chapter six. The content of this

chapter includes a review of the development of the equivalent circuit of capacitive voltage

transformers and ferroresonance. The main factors contributing to ferroresonance in

capacitive voltage transformers are introduced and the effect of each parameter in this

regard is investigated. The developed model of capacitive voltage transformers is subjected

to a set of transient excitations, and the simulation responses are in close agreement with

the recorded field data.
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The results of the study are documented in chapter seven. The practical problems

which were discovered during the development of the software a¡e mentioned and the

methods of overcoming them are explained Chapter seven concludes with suggestions for

the fun¡re improvement of models.

Typical computerplos of the developed models are included in the three

appendices. One appendix has been devoted for each device. Appendix one deals with the

response of a current transform€r to a variety of different excitations. Appendices two and

three consider the response of potential transformers and capacitive voltage transformers

respectively. The content of each appendix is outlined prior to the computer plots.

The FORTRAN codes of the models are available upon request from:

Dr. M. R. Raghuveer

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

University of Manitoba
Winnipeg , Manitoba

Canada
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BASIC ELECTROMAGNETIC CONCEPTS

The nonlinea¡ reiation between the exciting crurent and the induced flux in the

transformer core has been the subject of much study. In order to expiain core saturation in

instrument transformers, the nature of this nonlinear phenomenon has to be understood. In

this chapter a number of basic and essential electromagnetic principles are briefly reviewed.

More emphasis is put on those fundamental concepts which are closeiy related to the

modeling of instrument transfomters.

2.L - Magnetic Field Intensity t Ê I and Magnetic FIux Density( B- )

Ampere's Circuital Law can be explained by employing the circuit of Fig. 2.1.

Path at radius a
Cross-section area

a1
g

Fig.2.1 - Coii Wound on a Ferromagnetic Torus [ 3 ]

The average length of the toroidal core is / . A circula¡ cross section is chosen for

convenience and s is the area of the surface bounded by the closed path. The core is made

of a feromagnetic material and a coil of N turns carrying a current I produces a

magnetic fîeld in the core. The intensity of this field can be caiculated by Ampere's law :

fn.a = l-t .ds
2.1.1
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Here J is the current densify over the bounded surface of the toroidal core. The

flow of crurent i causes a magnetic flux within the core. The flux density ( B ) is zero

at points inside the hollow central portion and decreases inside the torus from the inner

periphery to the outer periphery.

Although É changes with the va¡iation of É, the wo parameters are not always

linearly related. More specifically, if the magnetic flux densiry produced by a suitable range

of the coil current is measured and is plotted versus the corresponding Ë , u *ugnetizing

curve simila¡ to Fig. 2.2wtll be obtained. Such a nonlinear curve can be considered as the

basis of the core saturation of ransformers and therefore has to be ciearly understood

before other important modeiing factors are investigated-

In the following section the phenomenon of ferromagnetism will be discussed in

more detail. This in turn will help the better understanding of the nonlinear nature of the

magnetizing curves of ferromagnetic materials.

H,A/m
500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

Fig. 2.2 - Magnetization Curves [ 3 ]

2.2 - Ferromagnetism and Saturation

Fig.2.3 shows the spin and the motion of an electron a¡ound its atomic nucleus .

The sphericai model of the electron orbit is substiruted with the simple circular path to
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illustrate the atomic movements. For an electron with 1.6 x 10-19 Coulomb electric charge

rotating clockwise around the nucleus, ttre direction of the equivalent positive crurent on the

closed orbit is shown in Fig. 2.3.

Pmo I
Nucleus / El.ctton----.---{ 

\(ì-J -..r
,t--/" -a p )orbital morion

/----o
/

Fig.2.3 Orbital Motion and

\ Ðlrectlon

,/ of soin

\
Spin of an Electron [3]

This current causes a magnetic field whose direction can be determined by the Right Hand

Rule. The generated magnetic field can be represented as the magnetic moment of the

electron ( Prno¡ along the axis of the orbit. The other magnetic moment of the electron is the

one causêd by its spin ( p' ) and is independent of the orbital motion of the electron. The

net magnetic moment of an atom is the vectorial sum of these t'tro components and is

known as ft'. In many nonferromagnetic materials the two components cancel each other

out leaving the atom with a zero resultant magnetic moment. In some other

nonferromagnetic materials, although individual atoms have a net magnetic moment, the

symmetry of the anangement of atoms is such that the moment of one atom is cancelled out

by the moment of an oppositely directed neighbor atom. However, in ferromagnetic

materials the natural anangement of atoms is such that the resultant moments are in parallel

and suppiement rather than cancei out each other. Therefore within some microscopic

region of ferromagnetic elements the magnetic moment of the domain exists and is usually

along one of the crystal axes.

If a sampie of the ferromagnetic moment is exposed to a magnetic fieid, the

magnetic moment of the different domains will rotate in alignment \¡¡ith the appüed field. In

other words, the area of the region with the same field direction as the applied freld

increases . This is known as "domain wall motion". T'he net magnetic moment of the

sample is an indicator of the degree of the atomic moments' alignment.

The nonlinearity of the Ë - Ë curves can now be investigated once more. The

rapid rise of magnetic flux density ( when fr ir in.r.using from zero ) indicates that

atomic moments of nonaligned domains do not need a strong applied field to come into

paffial alignment \ilith Ë . However, further increase of Ë reduces the slope of the

curve, which means that fewer magnetic moments still exist to adjust themselves in the fieid

direction. In other words, the domain wall motion is decreased ( Fig. 2.2 ).

10
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The upper portion of the curve indicates that a further increase of the field realigns

alrnost all of the crystat moments and since not many unaligned moments remain, the

increase in magnetic flux density is not noticeable and the upper portion of the curve

becomes flattened. This flattening of the Ë - Ë curye, which is due to the alignment of the

magnetic moments of the ferromagnetic maærial in fr direction, is known as

"saturation". Saturation is a critical phenomenon that has to be taken care of in the design

and mod.eling of instrument ransformers. Although here the É - É curves of the

ferromagnetic elements are being discussed, conclusions can be extended to the flux -

exciting cturent curves. This can be done by linearrescaling of the flux - exciting curent

curves.

2.3 - Hysteresis Loop in the Steady State

The plot of core flux versus exciting curent with ac excitation is called hysteresis

loop. In the study of core saturation, hysteresis loop provides information required for

understanding core behavior under transient and steady state conditions. In order to deduce

a few basic facts which can be used in analyzing transient behavior, steady state excitation

will be considered first.

Fig.2.4 is a typical hysteresis loop which results after a few cycles of sinosoidal

excitation.

Fig.2.4 The Steady State Hysteresis Loop [3]

11
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Clearly when H increases in segment f a , B also increases. However after reaching

the peak excitation at H m, the magnetizing cuwe does not return on Path /a . Instead, it

shapes thepath adwhichintersectsthe Ë axis atpointå. Portionob representsthe

flux density which is reserved in the core due to the alignment of the magnetic moments of

the core material. 'What can be observed here is that application of an exciting curent in the

reverse direction does not realign all the magnetic momentvectors which are already

atigned by an equal excitation of the forwa¡d direction. Some of the domains keep their

arangement and these are the ones which produce a magnetic f\tx o b when fr it t.to.

The residual flux is also known as "remanence". To overcome this memory flux density, a

negative field of intensity o c has to be applied. In fact the real hysteresis loop lags Ê

behind the value of Ê which would be expected if ^B and Ê had a single valued

relation. The lagging is called hysteresis.

Under steady state conditions, excitation curent ( or Ê ) can be represented by a

phasor of constant amplitude. In this case the hysteresis loop repeats itseif at each cycle. It

will be shown later that the a¡ea enclosed by the loop represents the magnetic energy

dissipated in the core as heat per cycle per unit of core volume.

2.4 - Transient Behavior of Hysteresis Loop

If a ferromagnetic core is not initially magnetized, then during the first few cycles of

oscillation of its exciting curent a pattern similar to the one in Fig. 2.5 will result.

Fig. Curve for o <t<1 
t3l

12
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It can be seen that in the begfurning a smaller excitation can cause the same flux

density that a larger excitation wiil cause after one cycle. The reason for this difference is

that at the beginning of the f,rst cycle magnetic moments which were not aügned before the

start of the process become aligned under the field. In the beginning of the second cycle,

flux density is zero but fr n* a positive value which represents the correcrive force that

has to be applied to compensate the negative portion. If the field intensiry is increased such

that flux reaches the point Br, Hr ( which generates Br in this cycle ) can be compared

with Ho ( which produced Br in the first cycle ). From Fig. 2.5 it can be seen that Hr is

bigger than Ho. Based on what was discussed in the previous paragraphs, this is an

expected result During the first quarter of the first cycle, magnetic moments are not aligned

in the fr direction and the applied Ho arranges them and causes Br. During the first

quarter of the second cycle, some of the core domains which have already kept their É

alignment are sources of no extra flux density. Therefore to achieve the same Br, the field

intensity has to be increased. That is why Hr appears to be bigger than H9.

In steady state the hysteresis loop approaches the closed loop ( Fig.2.4 ) which is

also referred to as the parent loop.

2.5 - Inrush Current

In analyzing the tansient behavior of a transforrner core sometimes it can be

observed that at the insunt of energizing the tansformer, a large crurent known as "inrush

curent" is drawn from the line. On some occasions this current is large enough to cause

tripping of the protective reiays. The magnitude of the inrush current depends on several

factors, among them the energizing instant ( closing instant of circuit breakers ) , the

magnetic alignment of the core and the shape of the hysteresis loop. To calculate the

amplitude of inrush cutrent, one can ignore the ohmic resistance of the primary circuit of

current transformers. If the primary voltage is a sinosoid, then :

v- sin t, = N#
2.5.r

where N is the number of coil rurns in the primary side , V,,, is the maximum primary

voltage at fundamentai frequency and I is the core flux.From 2.5.1 I can be derived as:

g(t)= #cosot+{ps 2.5.2

where 9o is the maximum transient magnetic flux and decays with time. However, it will

be shown that the magnirude of 90 depends on the energizing instant. Assume that a core

13
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is energized ât ot = G and further assume that at this instant magnetic flux of the core is

zero. Then :

- vm cosc*Qo=o
No¡ - rv

or:
J*
N,j.ot 0 = 9o

Substituting equation 2.5.3 into equation 2.5.2 leads to :

g(t) = g* ( cos cr, - cos ot ) 2.5.4

where 9- = # is the maximum amplitude of core flux in steady state. Notice that 90

d.epends on the energizing instant. If the transformer is switched on at o =T,there will be

no transient tenn and only steady state flux appears. This is the best desired condition.

However, if the transformer is energized at cr = 0 then equation 2.5.4 becomes :

2.5.3

2.5.5

2.5.6

g(t) = g* (i - cos olr )

The maximum core flux occurs at ot = î and will be :

g(t=ft )=ze*
It can be seen that the maximum transient value of flux can be t'¡¡ice as large as its

steady state value. This in turn can lead to the saturation of the transformer core. In some

cases the transient exciting current is a few hundred times larger than the steady state one.

It can be conciuded that the inrush crurent may potentially be up to ten times the nominal

transformer current. However, such a situation rarely happens because energization

switching is usuaily done by electric spark when voltage is high ça = rl2). Therefore

magnetic flux does not become doubled. The other reason is that during the time t = r/o)

magnetic flux reduces. This reduction is due to the magnetic resistance of the ferromagnetic

core and is not taken into account in the above caiculation [ 8].

2.6 - Minor Loops

Up to now steady state excitation current with constant amplitude has been

discussed. For this waveform, H- in Fig.2.4 represents the maximum field amplitude.

t4



Chapter 2 Basic Electromagnetic Concepts

Now, if because of a system distorbance the field intensiry does not increase to Hm and

starts decreasing at point A on the portion f a of Fig. 2.4, then the resulting loop ( which

is not a parent loop anymore ) will be called the minor loop. A minor loop does not have a

defined patrern. Instead, different ferromagnetic elements have different minor loops. The

shapes of minor loops are subject to many factors. Among these factors is the magnetic

alignment of magnetic moments in a ferromagnetic core at the instant of decreasing of field

intensity. Some experimentally recorded minor loops are shown in Fig. 2.6.

Fig.2.6 Experimental Minor Loops [ 9 ]
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2.7 - Hysteresis Loss

. Once more, the circuit of Fig. 2.1 will be referred to. This time the coil resistance is

modeled as a lumped resistor. If a time varying voitage is applied to the coil terminals, then

the total coil linkage flux will be :

}"=NxBxS 2.7.1

where B is the magnitude of flux density, S is the circular cross section of the core and

N is the number of coil turns. The induced emf in the coil will be :

" = 4 = NxSxdÞdt -' " - .' dt 2.7.2

Taking coil loss into account, the terminal voltage can be expressed as :

v=Rxi + NxSxdÞ- dt 2.7.3

Therefore the instantaneous porwer due to the exciting curent and terminal voltage is :

p=vxi=Rxi2+ NxSxt"*=pçqi1 *po, 
2.7.4

Pcon is the power loss due to coil resistance. However, P* is the coii magnetic power

loss. Ampere's law for the circuit of Fig. 2.1 indicates that :

Nx i = Hx I

Therefore the core magnetic loss becomes :

P- = Sx 1x Ux$
dt

or in terms of field energy :

2.7.5

2.7.6

f"
vy'm- | s.l.H(B').dB'

Jo 2.7.7

Here H is expressed as a function of .B to include the nonlinear hysteresis relation.

Since S . I is the core voiume, equation 2.7.7 can be simpiified to :

r87

wm= | "r"l.o"'J,,
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Chapter 2 Basic Electromagnetic Concepts

Equation 2.7.8 shows that magnetic energy per unit volume of core material is the

area enclosed by hysteresis loop on the Ë - Ë plane. Fig.Z. makes this phenomenon

more clea¡. In this figure, when Ë increases on portion/ a,thepositive magnetic energy

transferred into the unit volume of the core is the area f a Bn 0. When Ë decreases to

zero on portion a b, the negative magnetic energy released by the unit volume of the core

material is the area a B- b .Therefore the net transferred energy is :

fab0=faB'n0 - aB-b 2.7.9

By the same reasoning it can be shown that the net magnetic energy transferred in

one cycle of the oscillation of the exciting curent per unit volume of the core material is the

area a b c d e f enclosed by tire hysteresis loop. This energy dissipates as heat in the

magnetic material and represents the work done per unit volume in reorienting the magnetic

moments of the material as it is carried through a cycle of magnetization. The power

dissipated in this manner is called the hysteresis loss.

2.8 - Eddy Current Loss

In the previous section it was concluded that the area enclosed by a hysteresis loop

represents the hysteresis loss per unit volume of ferromagnetic element per cycle. By

increasing the frequency of exciting current it will be observed that the hysteresis loop

becomes broader. Fig .23 shows this change .

i"^ i"

Hysteresis loop at zero frequency'

Effect of eddY current included'

Fig.2.7 The Eddy Current Effect [ 3 ]

I

/
I
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Chapter 2 Basic Electromagnetic Conceqts

The loop shown in full line is obtained by low frequency exciting curent and the

dashed loop is for the same core when frequency is increased. This effect is due to the

induced core current known as "eddy current". When magnetizing culrent flows through

the coil, it induces flux ( I ) in the core ( Fig. 2.1 ). Flux is normal to the cross section of

the core and in turn induc es'a mmf in any cross section of the core. By Lenz Law this

mmf tends to generate a cturent whose direction is such that it opposes the linkage flux.

This is called eddy current. For an alternating exciting cturent, the eddy current is aiso

alternating; and due to a phenomenon known as "magnetic skin effect", as frequency of the

applied exciting current increases, the eddy crurent tends to circulate toward the outer

surface of the core . V/hen flux density in the core changes slowiy, the nduced mmf and

the eddy currenr are negligible. However, as Fig. 2.7 indicates, even for the operating 60

Hz frequency they are notvery small any more.

To produce a given core flux at each instance, ie must be increased by an amount

necessa.ry ro overcomethe nvnf induced by eddy cturent. That is why a typical point on'

the increasing portion of the solid loop of Fig. 2.7 ( point a ) has shifted to point a'.

Again, when i" is decreasing, the induced mmf opposes the reduction of core flux.

Therefore to produce a desired flux level, L has to be reduced by an amount

corresponding to the eddy cunent mmf . This is illustrated in Fig. 2.7 by the shift of the

typical point b to the point b'.

The eddy current loss together with the hysteresis loss comprise the core losses of

transformer. There are approximate formulations describing the variation of each power

Ioss component with respect to the core dimensions. However, the separate evaiuation of

each loss component is neither possible nor necessary. Instead, manufacturers provide

curves which indicate the power loss per kilogram of core materiai for various values of S,

f and B.
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MODELING OF I}ISTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS

In chapter nvo fundamental electromagnetic principles of operation of instrument

transformers were briefly reviewed. For engineering pu¡poses these basics have to be

represented by a fairiy accurate mathematical model. There is no doubt that a physical

device has complexities which are not always very easy to calculate and model. However,

by implementing some pemrissible approximations and assumptions, one can develop a

mathematical model whose response to a set of different excitations in the desired range is

relatively close to the actual response of the physicai device. It has to be noticed that the

accuracy of an instrrment transformer is somehow related to the specific application of the

device. For instance, a current transformer used in conjunction with a meter does not

necessarily have to have the same accuracy as a current transformer which feeds a

microprocessor controlled relay.

In this chapter modeling of instrument transformers will be reviewed by defining

each element in the primary side, the core and the secondary side of the models. The

approximations ( if any ) aiong with their effect on circuit accuracy will also be explained at

each stage.

3.1 - Primary and Secondary Windings

When a coil wound around a ferromagnetic core is excited by a sinosoidal voltage

source, an exciting crurent flows through the coil and induces æ emf across the winding.

This current provides the magnetic field which is required for alignment of the core

magnetic moments ( Chapter 2 ). Here the electric fields between the turns of each winding

have practically no effect for a wide range of frequencies and can be omitted. The other

factor which is sometimes neglected is the distributed ohmic resistance of the primary

winding. For some devices like current transformers ( CT s ) where the primary side has

just one or sometimes a few turns and therefore the primary winding is not long, this

resistance can be negiected without any sensible effect However, in other devices like

potential transformers ( PT s ) and capacitive voltage transformers ( CVT s ) it is

advisable to include primary side resistance as a lumped resistor. In a loaded transformer

the voltage drop across this resistor is taken into account by the following equation benveen

the terminai voltage and the induced emf :

Vr = (roxin)+%

20
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Chapter 3 Modeling of Instrument Transformers

where Vt is the terminal voltage, rn is primary winding resistance, ln is primary curent and
ep is the induced emf inthe primary side.

The induced emf is caused by the total flux linking the primary winding.

However, not all the flux generated by the circuit links the primary winding. Fig. 3.1

shows that a small portion of the flux which is known as leakage flux (q1) does not pass

through the core. Therefore :

Q = 9t+ Itn 3.t.2
where 9^ is the core flux and I is the total flux. The leakage flux is modeied as a iumped

inductor. Although the leakage circuit includes pan of the core ferromagnetic material, it
also includes a relatively large air portion. Therefore the magnetic resistance of the circuit is

almost constant and saturation of the core portion of the device has no significant effect on

the magnetic resistance of the circuit. Therefore the leakage flux in the primary side is

proportional to the primary current ¡p and can be modeled by a linear inductor Lp, which

is known as primary leakage inductance.

The same conciusion can be extended to the secondary side. Again, the core flux

ind.uces an emf (es) acfoss the secondary winding. Thts emf is larger than the voltage

drop across the load. The difference is due to the secondary flux leakage and the secondary

resistive voltage drop (Fig 3.2).

Fig.3.1 The Leakage

L¡neth /

Reactance [ 3 ]

Nr Nz

Fig.3.2 The Transformer Circuit Representation [ 3 ]

Cross-scction a¡ea,4
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3.1.3

3.2.3

Here rs is the lumped resistor representing the resistance of the secondary winding, is i5

the secondary curent, Ls models the small linea¡ inductor standing for the secondary

leakage and vt is the load voltage .

3.2 - Exciting Current in an Unloaded Transformer

The shape of exciting curent depends on the variation of core flux I (t ) and the

electromagnetic properties of the core. Assuming that the magnetizing curve is linear and

that I (t ) iras a sinosoidal waveform defined by :

I (t ) = 9*sin cot 3.2.I

and also assuming that the core and wire resistive losses are ignored, then the exciting

crurent will be in phase with the flux as follow :

i" (t ) = i"*sin olt 3.2.2

The core flux inducesthe emf % across the primary winding. % is defined byLenzLaw

tobe:

The circuit equation of Fig. 3.2 is :

es=rsis+qS + v1

€p=-N#

%=N.0.9*sin(cot-90)
Comparing equations 3.2.2 and3.2.3,it can be observed that because of the 90"

phase shift berween the voltage and current no real power is drawn from the source and the

transformer behaves like a pure inductor. However, the core materials do not have linea¡

magnetizing cuwes. Instead, factors like saturation and hysteresis losses shape the

appearance of magnetizing curves. Under these conditions, a plot of the variation of the

exciting curenr versus time can be drawn point by point using the hysteresis loop and the

$aph of flux versus time.This method is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.

The resulting steady state magnetizing curent is symmetrical with respect to the

time axis. Due to the double - valued relation between total flux and exciting curent, the

former lags the iatter. The exciting current is not a pure sinosoid and can be decomposed

into a fundamentai frequency axd its odd harmonics.
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Fig. 3.4 shows the fundamental frequency, its third harmonic and the summation of

the fundamental and the third harmonic. The last one is closely similar to the waveshape of

the steady state exciting curent. The fundamental component lags the terminal voltage

( and leads the core flux ) by less than 90". Therefore, in the steady state the fundamental

component of the exciting curent can be decomposed into two components. The one which

is in phase with the terminal voløge will be called + and the one which is in phase with

the totai flux will be í^.

Fig.3.3 Exciting Current \ilaveform [3]

Fig. 3.a Fundamental and Third Harmonic Components of Exciting Current [3]
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The current ¿,', , which is 90" out of phase with the terminai voltage, does not draw any reai

power from the source. However, i' is in phase with the source voltage and for alternating

excitation it represents both the hysteresis and eddy current losses. In Fig. 3.4, the exciting

curent is shown to be approximately the sum of the fundamental frequency and the third

harmonic. In general the exciting current can be expressed in terms of its odd frequency

components as :

.r1.= L le(2n+l) = lel*le3+re5+ ......
n=o 3.2.4

In the steady state when the hysteresis loop does not go into the saturation region,

the rms values of the higher harmonics are negligible and the exciting crurent can be

approximated by its fundamentai frequency componenl In this case, a iumped linear

resistor models the core losses and a linear inductor in parallel with the loss element

simulates magnetizing current. Fig. 3.5 shows that the same argument cannot be extended

to the saturation region. When saturation occurs, the rms values of the higher harmonics

are not negligible any more; on the contrary they become an essential factor in determining

the waveshape of the exciting curent. Nonlinearresistive and inductive elements have to be

implemented in order to model the circuit behavior under this condition. However, in the

real devices, the core dimensions and the material a¡e chosen to keep the resistive core loss

as low as possible. This means that using the same linear core loss resistor model which

was used unde¡ steady state conditions will not cause a noúceable error.

The exact characteristic of the nonlinea¡ magnetizing inductor depends on the

magnetic behavior of the core material and may differ from one alloy to anothei. For digital

simulation of this nonlinea¡ phenomenon, three different techniques are developed in this

thesis. The first one models the nonlinear inductor as a piecewise linea¡ element with two

slopes. The second approach simulates the hysteresis loop as piecewise linear

parallelograms surrounded by the parent parallelogram. Models of the first and second

cases are used in the programming of the CT and will be discussed in more detail in chaþter

four. The third method is implemented in the programing of the potential devices ( PT and

CVT ) and will be reviewed in chapterfive. There the extra cwrent drawn by the saturated

core adds to the steady state unsaturated core curent.
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Fig. 3.5 c - Fourier analysis of the tenth cycle of the core crurent

waveform indicating the presence and reiative amplitudes of third and fifth

harmonics at steady state saturation. DC, 20Hz and 40 Hz frequency

components become negligible as steady state conditions are approached.
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The effect of core saturation in the modeling of instrument transformers was

discussed in chapter tlnee and it was concluded that in order to model the nonlinear

behavior of a core, certain approximations have to be used. In chapter three it was also

mentioned that proper core design minimizes the resistive core losses and therefore the

error caused by the approximations is negtigible. These facts a¡e essentiai in the modeling

of current transformer characteristics within the EMTDC sofnvare package. In order to

provide the user with a wider ftmge of options and to enrich the saturation library of

EMTDC, two different algorithms of simulating crurent transformers are deveioped. These

two approaches will be referred to throughout the thesis as case / and case 2 . In cøse l
a piecewise linear inductor in parallel with a constant linear resistor models core saturation.

The inductor represents the core magnetizing branch and the resistor simulates the core

resistive losses. Other electromagnetic transient programs have used a similar approach to

model core saturation of transformers :

" Saturation andmagnetizing - cut"rent effects are confined to a single nonlinear

reactor in the winding I circuit .This is interrally modeled as ø type - 98 pseudo

rønlinear reactor ( EMTP termirnlogy for rønlínear reactors - Autlør ) , sløuld the

saturation claracteristic hat¡e two or more segments ; for a single segment a simple

constant línear inductance elemert is used in which ccße the transformer is completely

linear . Core losses are confined to the constant linear resistanceR^^e whích is in parallel

with the saturation branch ." [10]

In case 2 the linea¡ized model of the flux - curent loop simulates core saturation.

The area enclosed by the loop represents the core loss per cycle per unit voiume of core

material. The user can change the resistive core loss by changing the coordinates of the

knee point of the hysteresis loop in the data file. Both cases are expiained in more detail in

this chapter.

Apan from the core parameters, other circuit elements of both cases are identical,

and the same Thevenin equivalent circuit supplies primary current for both cases.
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4.L - The Generation Circuit

To be able to observe the response of the CT model, the primary side has to be fed

by a transmission line current. The circuit of Fig. 4.1 provides the primary curent for both

cases. The main idea of using this circuit is to generate and control the current flow in the

primary winding of a CT. In order to test the performance of curent transformers under

different steady state and transient conditions the primary generation circuit has to meet the

following conditions :

a ) It should be able to reproduce any arbitrary waveshape desired by the user ( for

instance, superimposed DC on a sinosoid or a decaying sinosoid ).

b ) It has to be able to generate curent waveforms with rrns values simila¡ to rrns

curents of a typical high voltage transmission line.

c ) It has to meet the circuital and monitoring rules governing the EMTDC program.

The simple circuit of Fig. 4.1 basically satisfies all the above conditions.

For the benefit of readers who have little experience with EMTDC, the EMTDC

terminology which is used in Fig. 4.1 will be explained here. Reference 11 may be

consulted for more infomration in this regard.

IP=
cDcIrTo,IFRO,],Ël

9.û O}r.

Fig. 4.1 Generating Circuit of Primary Side
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Chapter 4 Modeling of Current Transformers

ES (IFRO,NS); this pattern is used tlroughout the EMTDC for a Thevenin voltage

source. The source must be connected to node IFRO through a Thevenin resistor. NS is

the number of the subsystem in which ES is located- If the circuit consists of only one

independent subsystem, then NS will be "1" . The waveshape of the voltage

ES(IFRONS) has to be defined by the user in the user - written subroutine DSDYN [11]

. The small resistance between the nodes IFRO andITO is essential. Theoreticaliy this

has to be the resistance of the primary side winding. But practically the primary winding of

a physical CT only consists of one ( or sometimes a few ) turn (s) of the transmission line.

Therefore the resistance ( and the leakage inductance ) of the primary winding is almost

zero. However, to be able to monitor the transmission line current, which is named

CDC ( ITOJFRONS ), a small resistor has to be placed be¡reen the nodes IFRO and

ITO. Tlttsresistor enables the EMTDC main program to keep track of the instantaneous

curent leaving IFRO and enteringITO. For these reasons the resistor beween the

connection nodes has a very smail nonzero value of the order of miliohms. Fiqally, the ioad

resistor between the node ITO and ground is chosen to provide a path for the

CDC ( ITOJFRONS ) in phase with ES ( IFRO, NS ) . The values of the Thevenin

resistor and the load resistor are chosen to make :

ES(IFRO, NS)
CDC (ITO,IFRO,NS) = [gþmñ[ + 9[õõ-

= 0.1 ES(IFRO, NS)

4.t.r

4.2 - Basic "CT" Model

The circuit of Fig. 4.2 is the basic model of a curent transformer with core

saturation.The nonlinear core cha¡acteristic is shown by the box labeiled CORE. The

circuit parameters are named in the same order that they are named within the subroutines.

For exampie, variable VOLT stands for the induced emf across the secondary winding,

andlB represents the burden curent.

Where the primary and the secondary windings have Nt ( usually one ) and Nz

turns respectiveiy, the ratio of the former to the latter one is the turns ratio and is defined

as:

RAno=ffi
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Since for atl CT s the secondary side has always more turns than the primary side,

RATIO is a real number greater than one and has to be specified in the data file. The

primary curent is CDC( ITO , IFRO, NS ) which is defined in the previous section. The

ideal secondary current ISEC is defined as :

y^F^ primary current CDC (ITO,IFRO,NS)
tJllv 

- turns ratio RATIO

Fo¡ an ideal transformer whose core draws no current, ISEC will be the current

that flows into the burden. However, in areal CT the core draws some current. The

secondary side refelected core current, which is called ICORE, is a nonlinear function of

the corsflux (FLUX ).

cDc(ITO,IFRO,t{E) T-LINE

>IB

4.2.2

FL\IX can beIf the emf

expressed as :

of the seco

+

1
votT

I
ndary side is referred to as VOLT, then

ft
I vOlr(r) dr + FLUX(rr)
Jt,

FLUX(t) =
4.2.3

If the integration is evaluated over one small time step 
^t 

, then equation 4.2.3

changes to:

RATIO>1

Fig. 4.2 Basic CT Model
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(t
FLUX(t) = | VOLT(I) dt + FLIIX(t -Ât)

Jt - ¡t 4.2.4

The variabl e DELT represents the time step increment within the EMTDC

program.If DELT is small enough then the trapezoidal rule can be implemented with

acceptable accuracy to perform the integration. This method and its effect on modeling of

inductors and capacitors is discussed in the next section.

Once the flux is known, the core current can be derived by substituting the flux into

the nonlinea¡ relation between FLUX and ICORE. The user can differentiate between

case 1 and case 2 by the aigorithm which is used in each case to model the FLUX -

ICORE relation. The flow chan of Fig.4.3 illustrates the calculation of the core curent

components for a piecewise linear inductor core model (case / ). The core saturation

model of case 2 is explained in the flow chart of Fig. 4.4.

In both cases the burden cunent IB ateach instant of time is :

IB = ISEC - ICORE 4.2.5

The burden crurent flows into the secondary winding and through the burden. The

secondary resistance and leakage inductance are taken to be lumped elements in series with

the resistance and inductance of the burden. It will be an acceptable approach to model the

secondary and the burden resistances as a single resistor BR and the secondary and the

burden inductances as a single inductor BL. This assumption leads to the definition of the

secondary emf (VOLT ) as :

VOLT=IBxBR+BL.+ 
4.2.6

4.3 - Modeling of Lumped Inductors and Capacitors

The method of representing lumped inductors and capacitors in EMTDC is

illustrated in Fig. 4.5.

Here the active circuit element is replaced by apassive resistor in parallei with a

curent sor¡rce [11]. The method will be explained for an inductor, and conclusions can be

extended for modeiing of capacitors.
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Fig. 4.3 Components of Core Current in the Model of Case 1

( Piecewise Linea¡ Inductor )
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Fig.4.4 Components of Core Current in the Model of Case 2

( Linearized Flux - Current Loop )
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Inductor l, of Fig. 4.5 is excited by the arrreît IB(t) and has the following

circuit equation :

vc(t)=er(t)-e-(r) = Lry
4.3.1

where VC ( t ) is the voltage drop across the terminals of the inductor. The integral form of

equation 4.3.1 is :

4.3.2

The digital computer is not able to produce a continuous history of a transient

waveform but rather a sequence of snapshot pictures at discrete intervals. Àt . Such

discretization causes tn¡ncation errors which can iead to numerical instability. Because of

this, the trapezoidal rule was chosen for integrating the ordinary differential equations of

lumped inductors and capacitors. It is simple, numerically stable and accurate enough for

practical proposes [2].

If the integral is evaluated over one time step, then IB(t) will be :

IB(t) = *[*(t) dr + IB(tr)

rB(t)=+[o,u.(r)dr + IB(t-at) 
43.3

Í-+lg(r) ryìln IvI

E-(0

I
Ek (0 E (1)ü-''

+ _ Yc(o

Fig. a.5 The Equivalent Circuit of an Inductor

r
Ek (0

I
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For a small time intervai Ât, the integral of equation 4.3.3 can be evaluated by the

trapezoidal rule :

4.3.4

Substituting 4.3.4 into 4.3.3 leads to :

f^, VC(t) d, = [
At,]C(t-ÂtV

T
VC(t) +

rB( t ) =#u.r,,+.lf vc( t - Ât ) + *c, - o, l] 4.3.5

At this point the equivalent resistance of an inductor is defined to be :

REQ = 4=

^t 
4.3.6

In equation 4.3.5, the terms inside the bracket belong to the previous time step. Therefore

they can be replaced by a history term defined as :

Ee(t-Àt) =W+ rB(t-Àt) 
43.7

The right hand side of the equation 4.3.7 has the dimensions of curent. Therefore the

inductor cruÍent of equation 4.3.5 can be formulated as the sum of two crurent

components. The first component is the sum of all curent elements of the previous time

step, and the second one is based on the present time data.

IB(t)=äU +EQ(t-Ât) 
0.r.,

The same approach can be used to define curent flow through a capacitor. The only

difference is that here the capacitor crurent will be :

IB(t)=cry
Therefore the equivalent resistance of capacitor becomes :

REQ=4
2C

and the history term becomes :
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Chapter 4 Modeling of Current Transformers

rEQ(t-Àt) =frÐ- - IB(t-Ât)
4.3.t0

Equation 4.3.8, which defines the two components of the burden current, is valid

for both capacitors and inductors.

In summary , equations 4.3.6 ,4.3.7 and 4.3.8 define the inductor parameters,

and equations 4.3.8 ,4.3.9 and 4.3.10 a¡e used to model capacitors.

The theoretical basis of this modeling method was first described in i969 by

Dommel t2l. Having substituted the inductors and capacitors of each subsystem by their

equivalent resistive branches, Dommel developed a simpie aigorithm for computer solution

of the circuit nodal equations in their matrix form. The resuiunt conductance matrix is a

System of algebraic equations that describes the state of the system at time t :

lGl x [v] = lIl
and from this the node voitage matrix is calculated as :

tvl =[c]-lx[I] 4s.rL

Each element of the column matrix I I ] is the sum of all the culrent sources connected to a

node. This includes the history current source of inductors and capacitors ( if any ) defined

by equations 4.3.7 and 4.3.10.

The conductance matrix t G ] is a square matrix whose size depends on the number

of the nodes in the subsystem. Since the time step is fxed during a computer run, the

elements of the I G ] matrix do not change unless switching takes place. In this case the

new I G ] matrix wi[ be inverted and the state va¡iable, which is the column matrix [V],

can be calculated-

The modeling criterion proposed by Dommel is used in the EMTDC progam.

This approach enables the user to start from any nonzero initial conditions ( snapshots ), it

is flexible toward any voitage or curent excitation waveform, and it may include

nonlinea¡ities and switchings during the transient state.

4.4 - The Modiflred CT Model

In section 4.3, the theoreúca1 basis of the equivaient resistive model of inductors

and capacitors was discussed- It was observed that the proposed models facilitate the

solution of the state variable column matrix by arranging the conductance matrix.

In ttre circuit of Fig. 4.6, which represents the current transformer of either case,
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T.LINE

--+ IB(0

3R

rEQ(t-ôr)

4.4.2

RATIO> 1 cDc(IIo,IFRO,N8)

Fig. 4.6 Equivalent Inductor in the Basic CT Model

the inductor BL is replaced by its equivalentresistor :

REQ = ß# 4.4.1

and the current source which represents the history term is defined at the previous time step

as:

IEQ=S*
REQ

where the inductor voltage VC

IB

15:

VC = VOLT - (IB x BR) 4.4.3

The circuit of Fig. 4.6 which represents both cases 1 and 2 ( linearized hysteresis

loop & piecewise linea¡ inductor ) was run on digital computer. It was observed that for

very small values of BL ( in the range of microhenrys ) or for Bl equal to zero, the

program works properly. However, when BL ís in the milihenry range, numericai

instabüity occurs. In EMTDC this type of instability is usually observed when in a specific

subsystem there is only an inductor beween a node and ground

One known technique to stabilize the circuit is paralleling a stabilizing resistor R

with the equivalent resistor of BL. A properly selectedR improves the circuit response

+

1
I

volr itiCORE
eitlær piecewise li¡rear i¡rdrrcor
or
Ii¡æarÞed flu< - cureil loop
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Chapter 4 Modeling of Current Transformers

and prevents numerical overflows. But ttris fictitious resistor d¡aws a certain amount of

curent which is equal to :

\¡c
R

Unless this curent is somehow compensated, the current through REQ is not the same

current that used to flow tn REQ before the addition of R . Therefore a compensating

curent of magnitude VC / R should be inserted into the connection node to provide R

with irs desired crrrent without violating the Kirchhoffs Cu¡rent Law. In this way, the

stabilizing resistor prevents numerical instability without modifying the cu¡rent through

REQ . The circuit of Fig. 4.7 shows the new configuration.

RATIO> 1 cÐc(ITo,IFRO,N8)
T-LINE

Yc(1-60

Fig. 4.8 illustrates the electrical equivalent circuit for case 1.

Fig. 4.7 Compensating Current and Stabilizing Resistor

The induced emf across the secondary winding for this circuit will be :

vol-r(r) = rB(ÐxBR+ffi,<lrnro.ry -EQ(r-^Ðf 
o.o.o

+

1
+

vorlr 
1

lv,++

Y
c

R
{

R:

EORE
eitlær

piecewise li¡æar ind ucor
or

Ii¡earized flr¡x - cunent loop
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RATIO> 1 cDc(ITO,IFRO,lt8)
T-LINE

->E

Fig. 4.8 Basic CT Model of Case 1

The stabilizing resistor and compensating cturent source are not shown here. Fig. 4.9

shows the similar circuit for case2 , which is based on the flux - current loop approach.

The flow chart of Fig. 4.10 lays out the basic algorithm used in the programming ofcase 2.

The computerprintouts for different excitations of both cases are included in

appendix 1.

cDC(ITO,IFRO,N8)
_-+> T-LINE

--48

Fig. 4.9 Basic CT Model of Case 2

+

1
VOLT

I

1
VOLT

I
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VOLT = BIJRDEN VOLTAGE
FLTIX = CORE FTIIX
ICORE = CORE CURRENT
XEEC = SXCONDARY CURRENT
IB = BIJRDEN CURREITT
VC = VOLTACE DROP ACRO8S

BITRDEN INDUCTOR
IEQ = XQUTV.A,IEIII CURREIIÎ

8OURCE OF
SURDEN I}TDUCTOR

Fig. 4.10 Flow Chart of the Subroutine CT9 ( Case 2 )
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4.5 - Conclusions

In this chapter, core saturation of crurent transfomrers is modeled in wo different

ways and the responses of both models are compared to those obtained from the similar

models in literature [6]. The comparison indicates that both models are capable of

reproducing the transient and steady state responses of curent transformers. The

simulation printouts are accurate enough to be compared to the experimental cases [9].

Figs. 4.11 a and b are the steady state simulation of the flux - crurent loop by the

model of case 1 ( piecewise linear inductor ) and the model of case 2 (lneanzed flux -

current l*p ) respectively. Figs. 4.L1c and d [6] represent the work already done in this

a¡ea. Although Figs. 4.ll aand c a¡e very similar, one has to notice that the developed

model of case 1 does not cause any change of system admittance marix. This means that

the inductance of the magnetizing branch does not appear in the matrix, and therefore when

the core goes to saturation, the system admittance matrix remains intact. As a result no

matrix inversion would be required and computerprocessing time would be saved.

Fig. 4.11 d shows the deficiencies of the existing linea¡ized model [6]. It can be

seen that moving from the saturation slope to the linear one is delayed by one time step.

This appears as overshoots in the flux - crurent loop. The developed model of case 2

overcomes this problem and as Fig. 4.11 b shows the overshoots do not exist here.

The other feature of case 2 is the way that it simulates minor loops. As Fig. 4.72 a

indicates, minor loops are represented by interior parallelograms. Fig. 4.12b illustrates

minor loops simulated by the model of case 1 for the same excitation. The excitation

cturent, core curent and burden crurent of case 2 a¡e shown in Fig. 4.13. The effect of the

core curent on the bruden cuïent especially during the first cycle is noticeablè. Neithe¡ of
the trvo models contributes to the expansion of the system adminance matrix.
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Flux ( Tesla )

x Flux -

Modelíng of Current Transformers

-0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

Core Current ( Ampere )

Fig. 4.11 a
Piecewise LinearModel - Case I
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x FIux - Current Loop
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Fig" 4.11 b
Linearized Model - Case 2
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Fig. 4.12 a Flux - Current Loop Modeled by Case 2
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The linearized core model of case 2 is compared to a nonlinear core modei created

by Dr. Rohan J. Lucas from the University of Maratova, Sri - Lanka [16]. Dr. Lucas was

working on a similarproject at the Univenity of Manitoba from September i989 tilt

September 1990. Figs. 4.14 a, b and c show the steady state results of the nonlinear

model developed by Dr. Lucas. Figs. 4.15 a, b and c illustrate the response of the

linearized modei to the same excitation. The scaling of these two sets a¡e arbitra¡ily choosen

and are not based on the real core saturation data-

The flux - curent loops of Figs. 4.14 c and 4.15 c are very similar in the linear and

saturation portions. However, the two loops are slightly different in the knee portion. The

difference is caused by the linearization of knee portion in the model of case 2.

The tinearization effect can be observed by comparing the core curent waveforms.

In Fig. 4.14b, the transfer from the unsaturated core crurent to the saturated one occursin a

smoth manner. The core current of the linearized model ( Fig. a.15 b ) does not show the

same smothness. However, the difference is such small that it does not affect the burden

curent. Figs.4.14 b and 4.15b show that the t'¡iro models develop similar burden cturents

for the same core flux.
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kr Fig. 4. 16 model of case 1 simulates remanence by staning from a nonzero initial

core flux.The distortion of core current and flux - crurent loop due to the residuai core flux

is shown in Figs. 4.16 a,4.16 b and 4.16 c.

Fig. 4.16 a v corc Frux
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At the end of this section, the width of the flux - crrrrent loop is reduced by

decreasing eddy current. The reduction of the width can be observed by comparing the

flux - curent loops of Figs. 4.I7 a and 4.17 b.
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MODELING OF POTENTIAL TRANSFORMERS

In chapter four, modeling of crurent transformers was discussed and two different

methods for modeling of core saturation were presented. These models are not confined to

curent transformers and can be easily adapted in any subroutine which includes core

nonlinearities. With potential transformers ( PT s ) core saturation is not a determining

factor because one is dealing with high primary voltages and large core and load

impedances which basically confine the core curent to very low ranges. However,

sanuation should not be completely ignored since it can contribute to the random

phenomenon of ferromagnetism [5].

In the modeling of potential transformen, the core saturation and both the resistive

and the inductive components of the core curent are included. However, to confirm the

previous work done on saturation, neither one of the gi san¡ration models is implemented

here. Instead a new approach is developed. This approach wül be discussed in section 5.2.

One major difference beween the models of potential and curent transformers is

that in the latter case all the device elements ( like core inducunce and winding resistances )

are defined wirhin the subroutine and the datafile merely includes the circuit which

generates the primary curent. However, the lumped circuit elements of the potential

transformer are all placed in the dataflle.
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Chapter 5 Modelíng of Potential Transformers

5.1 - The Exact PT Model

To simulate potential transformers, the well known model of Fig. 5.1 is used.

RATIO =
* of sccodlery tur¡s

* of ¡rinrry tuas

Fig. 5.L The Equivalent Ctcuit of Potential Transformer Referred to Secondary Side

Here the phase to ground generation voltage is represented by its Thevenin

equivalent ckcuir Because of practical considerations which will be discussed later in this

chapter, the whole equivalent circuit of Fig. 5.1 is refered to the low voltage secondary

side and therefore all the primary side parameters are scaled down. The high tension side

includes the core resistance and inductance. In the primary side of Fig. 5.1 there is also a

small resistance R which does not exist in the real equivalent circuit This resistor is

negligible compared to the core resistor and is placed for monitoring the core crurent It has

to be noticed ttrat EMTDC ar this stage of its programing is not capable of monitoring the

current passing through the paraliel branches. Without ^R the core current which crosses

the paraltei core elements cannot be directly measured . However, the current that passes

through R is basicaily the same as the core current and if R is small enough it does not

cause any significant eror. Rp , Ã" , Lp and Ls arethe resistance and inducturce of the

primary and the secondary side respectively. Numerical instability caused by the inversion

<1
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of the conductance matrix can be avoided if none of these parameters are zeto in the

data file. The load ofthe potential transfo¡rner is usually a very high impedance resistive

component ( a meter, for instance ) and is modeled as resistive and inductive elements R¡

and Ll in series. It is this highly resistive load which causes the secondary cur¡ent to be

small.

The same device can be modeled by transferring all the ci¡cuit elemens to the high

voltage primary side, and theoretically both circuits would have the same ¡esponse.

However, from a practical point of view, the secondary side refened circuit has some

advantages over the primary side ¡efened model. ln order to undentand the advantages of

the model refened to the low tension side, one has to review the method of solving

elecrical circuits using EMTDC. This is briefly explained in section three of chapter four.

As mentioned there, the main program replaces an inductor ( and a capacitor ) with its

equivalent resistive model, which is a cu¡rent source in parallel to a resistor. The obtained

¡esistive network is solved for the node voløges by arranging the conductance matrix and

inverting it :

icltvl = trl

tvl = tcl-'Ir] 4.3.11

It is at this stage that numerical erro¡s sometimes occur. A typical enor will be illustrated by

an example :

It is assumed that a potential Eansformer converts 120 kV ac phase to gtound

voitage to 120 V ac (therefore the tums ratio is 1000). Further, ttre load and co¡e

resistances a¡e æsumed to be 10 MO each. If the ci¡cuit elements are referred to the

primary side, then the load ¡esistance will appea¡ to be :

i0 MO x (1000)2 = 10r2O

o¡ the load conductance will be 10 '12 mho. This figure appears in the ci¡cuit conductance

matrix and since it is very close to zero may be taken æ zero by the computer. This, in tum

causes division by zero during the inversion of the conductance matrix.

ln the same example, if all the circuit elements a¡e refened to the low voltage side,

the load resistance remains 10 Mf2 and the core resistance reduces to :

10 MO x (1000)'2 = 19 g
The¡efore no division by zero occu¡s and the circuit ¡emains stable.
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5.2 - Core Saturation

Potential mnsformers are designed to handle high potentials. For the 120 kV line of

the example of the previous section and under steady state conditions, the secondary

curent does not exceed'a few centiamperes. The order of magnitude of core current is even

smaller. It is so small that even if core goes to saturation, it can hardly affect the load

crurent ( since PT is a potential driven instn¡ment, the core rarely saturates ). That is why

the load voltage does not change noticeably when the core is forced to saturate.

In chapter four two different models were developed for core safuration. The fi¡st

one was based on the linearized flux - current loop and the second one used a piecewise

linear inductor in parallel to a loss resistor. The piecewise linear inductor of the second '

model was defined witirin the subroutine ( and not in the data file ) and was replaced by a

saturation inductance in the same subroutine without using any switching.

The core inductance of the potential transformer is defined as a linear unsaturãted

inductor in ttre datafile. To avoid switching and probable numerical instabilities caused by

it, this inductance never changes in the datafile. Instead, whenever the core flux exceeds the

knee point flux ( defined in the subroutine as FAIKNE ), an extra curent proportionai to

ttre saturated slope of the magnetizing curve will be injected into the core and will be added

to the core currenl Under normal unsaturated conditions, this current source is zero, and

the only magnetizing curent is the one which is drawn by the unsaturated inductance. This

model was first suggested in reference 7.

5.3 - The PT Algorithm

The FORTRAN subroutine which models.the potential transformer is called PT2

where 2 stands for the number of the STOR array locations occupied by the subroutine ( to

know mo¡e about the STOR ¿uray see reference 11 ). The argument of the subroutine

consists of the following parameters :

NODE : The connection node of the bus and the potential transformer

NS : The subsystem number ( subsystems are also defined in reference 11 )

RLOSS : The coreresisu¡ce seen from the high voltage side

SLIN : The linear portion of the core inductance seen from the high voltage side

SSAT : The saturated portion of the core inductance

CURKNE : The knee point magnetizing crurent. If this par:tmeter is set negative, then

saturation will be neglected
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FLI-IXO : The initial core flux at time zero

PN : Number of the primary side tums

SN : Number of the secondary side turns.

The flow chart of this program is shown in Fig. 5.2 . The parulmeters of Fig. 5.2

are defined as :

TIME : The current time

DELT: The time increment

FAIKNE : The knee point flux

DIF: The saturation current pumped into the core

VTH: The Thevenin voltage source referred to the secondary side

EMFP : The primary side induced erf
FLIJX : The core flux

CTIRKNE : The knee point current

CORCRN : The core crurent

EDICRN : The current crossing the core resistance

EXICRN : The excitation crurent

EMFS : The secondary side induced enf
VBURDN : The load voltage ( burden voltage )

BRDCRN : The load curent

Appendix 2 includes typical data files of the model of potential transformers. There

are also two sets of computer printouts. The ñnt set is the output of an unsaturated core

and the second set takes core saturation into ¿tccounl
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DELT = time inc¡e¡nent
N1,...,N6 = node nurrb

ñ r æ^ gecondary tuJrrtslJÄ-l-lfl: 

--

pnmary trrns

ARATIO = I/RATIO
DIF = extra corc cunent at

saturation

VTTÍ = TÏævenin v¡ltage
EMFP = primary EMF
FLUX = coæ flux
CURKNE= lgree point coæ cumem
EXICRN= magrætÞirg cuneff
EDICRN = Fsistive loss cunent
CORCRN= coæ culrem
EMFS= secorrdary EMF
YB URDN=br¡¡d.en rcltage
BRDCRN=bu¡d.en cu¡¡eil

colcllf

Fig. 5.2 Flow Chart of Subroutine PT2
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5.4 - Conclusions

As discussed in section 5.2,the main objective of modeling potential transformers

was to deveiop a model whose oulput is not noticeably affected by core saturation. The

present model of potential transformers meets this requiremenl The fact that burden voltage

scales down primary voltage without any detecøble amplitude or phase distortion is

illustrated by Fig. 5.3. For the primary voltage of Fig. 5.3 a, the unsarurated core of

Fig. 5.3 b produces the burden voitage of Fig. 5.3 c. For the same primary voltage, the

sarurated core of Fig. 5.3 d induces the burden voitage of Fig. 5.3 e. In a real potential

transfomler core saturation rareiy occours. However, in order to observe the effect of the

core saturation on the response of the potential transfonner, in the model core is forced to

saturate by lowering the positive kneepoint flux within the datafrle.

Apparently the phase and amplitude difference between the two burden voltages are

negligible. In other words, in spite of core saturation, fideliry between the primary and

burden voltages is conserved.
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MODELING OF
CAPACITIVE VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS

The idea of modeling instrument transformerr w¿rs discussed in chapter three.

Funher, the concept and the computer algorithm of the cturent transformers ( CT s ) and

potential transformers ( PT s ) were explained in chapærs four and five respectively. Yet to

be discussed is modeling of capacitive voltage transformers, which is the subject of this

chapter.

Capacitive voltage transformers are usually known as CVT s. These are cost

effective devices which can scale down the extra high transmission voltages in nvo steps in

order to provide a low voltage leùel suitable for metering and relaying proposes. The prime

concern in the design of CVTs is the fidelity between secondary voltage and transmission

Iine voltage to ground in both the transient and steady state .

Chapter six starts with a review of the history of capacitive potential devices and

their evolution to capacitive voltage transformers. In spiæ of economical and accurate

steady state performance, CVT s are prone to subsidence voltage oscillation . The

oscillation phenomenon will be discussed in secúon 6.2. The parameters that affect the

transient response of capacitive voltage transformers following the occurrence of a fault

will be reviewed in section 6.3. These parameters are important in the design of the CVT

model .

At the end of this chapter, the flow chart of the FORTRAN program, which models

the CVT as a subroutine of the EMTDC sofnva¡e package, is explained in detail. Typical

datafiles of the subroutine CVT2, which models capacitive voltage transformels, are

included in appendix 3. Different parameters which affect the transient response of CVT a¡e

investigated by this model, and the computer printouts are arranged in appendix 3.
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Chapter 6 Modelíng ol CVTs

6.1 - Evolution of Capacitive Voltage Transformers

Introduction of high voltage (tIV) and extra high voltage (EFfÐ ievels of

transmission of electrical power caused many new problems. One of these problems was

replacing the conventionat magnetically coupled potential transformers with a more

economical device because it became evident that insulation expenses exponentially increase

at the higher voltage levels. To overcome this problem, other alternatives were sought .

Capacitive dividers are known devices for scaiing down phase to ground voltages. The

circuit of Fig. 6.1 illustrates a capacitive divider.

T-LITTE

^I I,I 11I r l"tEr ii
,' | ,l a

+i!
z_

.D

1
vr

I

E,

ll
Fig. 6.1 Capacitive Divider

Here Zu is the load impedance, which can be a metering device. Burden voltage,

which is shown by Vu, is measured output. To calculateVu, theThevenin equivalent of

the original circuit is used. This equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 6.2 andrepresents the

Thevenin parallet combination of Ct and Cz :

C"= Ct + Cz

For a burden current of Iu, the burden voltage in its phasor form will be :

6.1.1

Vb = Vt - (Iax/*-)

where Z , is the impedance of the equivalent capacitor.
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Cc=Cr+Co
' oa

v= c1 
o'1 c¡c2 -t

1
V¡

J

Fig. 6.2 fye Equivalent Circuit of A Capacitive Divider

To have a fairly accurate Va , V, should be relatively large andZ" should be

small. However, there is a limit to this approach caused by the rated volt-ampere of burden.

The other practical problem with this type of divider is the undesired phase shift due to the

equivalent capacitor circuit. The phase angle difference between the terminal and ioad

voltages is shown by equation 6.1.2.

The circuit of Fig. 6.3 a is the first adjustment to the shortcomings of capacitive

dividers [13]. Here the compensating reactance L is placed in the secondary circuit of a

poæntial transformer ro conect the steady state phase shift between the input and bu¡den

voltages. L canalso be adjusted to compensate for the voltage drop across Cr. The load

power factor can be varied by adjusting the variable reactor Ct ( Fig. 6.3 a ).

Fig. 6.3 (a) The Phase Correcting Reactor in the Divider Circuit

i
I

f"t
t

I

I,nï
9Ì
"1
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t;1fc2ä. =t-t-

-1=r
=

T-LINE
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Cc=Cr+C¡t oa

€Il

c1
nz zbc¡c 2

Fig. 6.3 (b) The Equivalent Circuit of Fig. 6.3 (a)

Practically, the circuit of Fig. 6.3 b causes some error due to the magnetizing

branch of the intermediate transformer. The magnetizing curent of this transformer ( 1-) is
shunted from the reactorl by the magnetizing branch. Therefore it is not possibie to obtain

the exact n¡ning to cancel the capacitive drop due to C". Actuaily there is always a

component of current in the pdmary side which does not appear in the secondary side. The

output of this circuit configuration introduces fairly large errors as the load varies on the

potential transformer side [13]. The expansion of EFIV ties and links, which required

metering at EHV levels, encouraged manufacturers to make necessary changes to produce a

more accurate capacitive potential divider. To achieve this goal, one can place the tuning

reactor in the primary side of PT. In order to enhance source capability, stack capacitance is

increased. Tap voltage is also increased, which further improves soutce capabiüty and

allows higher burdens with betterregulation. The tap and stack capacitors are mounted in

the same housing and are integrated to avoid ratio change due to variation of temperature.

Figs. 6.4 a and 6.4 b show the schematic and the secondary side referred

equivalent circuit of the capacitive voltage transformer. This configuration has been chosen

as the model of CVT analysis. The nature of load impedance may vary from one application

to another. There may also be feroresonance suppression circuits which are not shown

here .

1
ovb

I

€Is
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T-LINE
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Fig. 6.4 (a) fnase Correcting Inductor in the Primary Side

Fig. 6.a (b) The Equivalent Circuit of Fig. 6.a @)

6.2 - Subsidence Transient Voltage

When a fault occurs on a transmission line whose voltage in the steady state is

being measured by a capacitive voltage transformer, the reactances present in the equivalent

circuit of the CVT act as energy storing devices with a discharge path. The discharge of the

stored energy may not be noticeable if the fault occurs in an instant of time when the stored

energy in either Ce or L is not significant. However, for faults occurring at zeÍo or crest

voitage, the dischargeable energy will be large enough to cause subsidence transient voltage

in the secondary side.

1
vr

I
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Chapter 6 Modeling of CVTs

To understand why the point of fault initiation is a major factor, consider the

equivalent circuit of a basic capacitive potential device without ferroresonant suppression as

in Fig. 6.5. For a resistive burden and with the x¿ of the reactor and transformer cancelling

the rc of the capacitor, the primary crurent is in phase with the primary voltage.

-)¡
1I

I'
EI

1z

J

Fig. 6.5 The Equivalent Circuit of CVT Without the Suppression Circuit

The voltage across these reactive components, however, is determined essentially by the

burden cturent and is 90" out of phase with the crurenl Therefore as the prima¡y voltage

. (lc.xe!)
and br.uden curent are going through zero, the energy stored in the capacitor '2
is ma:rimum ( e" is the capacitor voltage ). Since the capacitor Ce must discharge this

mæcimum energy at the time of the fault, the residual voltage, as will be seen, is also

mærimum. The phase relationship can be depicted vectorially in Fig. 6.6.

Fig. 6.6 Phasor Diagram of Fig. 6.5
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Chapter 6 Modeling of CVTs

Though the voltage is also mæcimum on the compensating reactor, the energy

tLi2 t
' 2 ' is minimum and therefore does not contribute significantly to the subsidence

transient.

At the crest portion of the primary wave, voltage on the capacitor C" ( hence energy

stored ) is zero, whiie on the inductor the voitage is also zero but cturent is at crest and the

ß_
energy is maximum 2 . Since the same amount of energy is stored at crest by the

compensating reactor as at zero by the capacitor, the determination of the worst case of

subsidence transient is made by the discharge time constant With maximum energy in the

capacitor at primary voltage zero, time constant is essentiaily :

tc=RxC
whereas with maximur energy in the reactor, time constant is basically :

T+--t)rt_R

until the capacitor becomes charged At this point it is again R C. For example, if
C = 0.2M pF, L = 28.7 H and R6(reflected to primary) = 126.5 KC), then:

b= 126.5 xldx O.ZM x 10-6 = 31 mi[iseconds

\=4=0.227
126.5 x ld milliseconds

Clearly the longest response and worst case occurs with maximum energy on the capacitor,

at the time the primary wave is going through zero for a resistive burden.

This statement is verified by the computermodel of acapacitive voltage

transformer. The supporting computer plots are included in sets la and lb of

appendix 3 .

6.3 - Factors Influencing Subsidence Transient Voltage

In section 6.2, subsidence voltage was explained and the mechanism of oscillation

was discussed .It was also shown that the instant of fauit occurence has an important

influence in ttre magnitude and time constant of ttre subsidence voltage transient. However,

, it has to be emphasized that aithough the most important factor, the instant of fault
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occurrence is not the oniy contributing factor to this phenomenon. Among the other

parameters influencing the subsidence voltage are magnitude of divider capacitances, turns

ratio of the intermediate potential transformer, ferroresonance suppression circuit, burden

magnitude, burden power factor and core magnetizing branch.

A) Magnitude of Divider Capacitances

A iarger equivalent capacitor C" wilt cause a smaller capacitive reactance

X" = -1-jo¡C"

and -this in tum leads to a smaller voltage drop across the equivalent capacitor.

Consequently, there are smaller stored capacitive energy and decrease in magninrde of the

subsidence voltage transient. But the time constant of oscillation actually increases, which

is evident because the time constant is directly proportionai to C". The effect of divider

capaciunce in changing tire magninrde and time constant of the oscillatory wave can be

observed in Figs. 6.7 a and 6.7 b and also sets 2a and 2b of appendix 3.

B) Turns Ratio of the Intermediate Potential Transformer

The primary current of the intermediate potential transformer is related to the turns

ratio by :

6.3.1

where /p is the primary clurent, /" is the secondary curent ( load current ), N" is the

number of turns in the secondary side and Np is the primary side turns. For a fixed.

burden curent and fixed number of secondary turns, increasing the turns ratio by

increasing Np will cause a smaller primary cl¡rrent and therefore a smaller capacitive voitage

drop, which leads to ferroresonance with smaller magnitude. This conclusion is verified by

the computer model of a capacitive voltage transformer. Figs. 6.8 a and 6.8 b iliustrate the

effect of increasing the turns ratio on the burden voltage. The simulation plots of this case

a¡e included in sets 3a and 3b of appendix 3.

to =tü
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C) Ferroresonance Suppression Circuit

The ferroresonance of the burden voitage of a capacitive voltage transformer can be

recorded and analyzed. The Fourier Analysis of such a waveform indicates the frequency

components which contribute to ferroresonance. Once such an analysis is done, at least two

methods can be used to suppress undesired components. In the first method a tuned f,rlter

removes the unwanted oscillations. A simple tuned R¿C filter is used by at least th¡ee

manufacn¡rers of capacitive potential devices [14].

The second possibility is paralleling a permanent damping resistor with the load.

The damping effect of this resistor attenuates the amptitude of the subsidence transient. The

problem with this type of suppression is that during normal steady state operation it causes

the flow of a heavy primary curent.

D) The Maguitude of Burden

To observe the effect of burden magnitude, a purely resistive load under zero fault

initiation ( suppression circuit is neglected for simplicity ) is investigated. If the secondary

winding was open circuit ( infinite burden ), the magnetizing current would be the only

cruïent passing the primary circuir For a well designed core, the magneúzing current will

be in range of miliamperes and therefore the energy stored in the capacitive component is

small and consequently the subsidence transient is small. A decrease in burden resistance

will cause an increase in secondary curent. This, in turn, increases the primary cturent

which directly increases the_stored energy inCe úthe instant of fault.AS expected the

magnitude of the subsidence transient increases, but since the resistive load is decreased ,

the time constant (t" = R x Ce) decreases. The magnitude of the resistive burden also

determines if ttre transient is overdamped or oscillatory. The effect of burden magnitude on

the subsidence transient voltage is illustrated by decreasing the resistive burden from

36 Ohms ( Fig. 6.9 a ) to 6 Ohms ( Fig. 6.9b ). The computer plots of sets 4a and 4b in

appendix 3 support these results.
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E) The Power Factor of Burden

By replacing the resistive ioad of part D with arL RL (or RC ) load, the power

factor will change from unity to a fraction of one. In this case the burden not only

contributes to the damping shape and the time constant of the subsidence transient, but it

also acts as a reactive èlement causing transient response to be of oscillatory nature (usually

a low frequency oscillation) and this worsens the response. Figs. 6.10 a and 6.10 b

illustrate the change in ttre subsidence transient voltage due to decrease of power factor

from unity to 0.7 . The simulation plots a¡e included in sets 5a and 5b of appendix 3.
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Ð The Core Magnetizing Branch

As mentioned in pan D, under normal operating conditions for a well designed

core, the core magnetizing impedance is relativeiy high (in the range of 10 megaohms) and

the core crurent is relatively small. Such a high impedance core can be practicaliy ignored in

CVT analysis. However, if this is not the case and the core inductance is low enough to be

comparable to other circuit elements, or if the core is d¡iven into saturation, then its effect

should not be ignored any more. In fact the magnetizing current drawn by a relatively low

impedance core worsens the subsidence transient behavior. The response of the CVT

model to a saturated and an unsaturated core is included in sets 3a and 3b of appendix 3.

In summary, different factors contributing to the transient response of capacitive

voltage transformers are discussed and the effect of each factor is explained separately. The

conclusions of this section are verified by the computer model of capacitive voltage

transformers. The model will be discussed in the following section.

6.4 - Computer Model of Capacitive Voltage Transformers

Like other instn¡ment transformers, a capacitive voltage transformer can be tested in

the field. However, initiation of a fault on a real network and replacing the different circuit

elements for a variety of tests are tedious jobs. Modeling of instnrment transfonners on a

di$tal computer enables the user to perform the same tests and observe similarresults

( with a certain degree of accuracy ) without dealing with physical apparatus. It is a fast and

convenient method which can save a considerable amount of time and efforr

The present subroutine, which is developed to model capacitive voltage

transfonners in EMTDC, is called CVT2. Herc2 stands for the number of the STOR

storage units which are used in this subroutine [11]. Like other EMTDC subroutines,

CVT2 can be called by either the main prognm or any user wrinen subroutine.

The circuit which is modeled by CVT2 is shown in Fig. 6.11. The elements of this

circuit are transfeûed to the secondary side and therefore have to be scaled before being

piacedin an EMTDC datafile. To avoid any scaling confusion, the circuit elements of

Fig. 6.11 are explained here with some illustrative examples.
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Fig. 6.1L The Equivalent Circuit of the CVT for Computer Modeling

ES : ES represents the tap capacitor voltage which is transferred to the secondary

side of ttre intermediate PT. As an example if the phase to neutral transmission line voltage

is 120 kV and the capacitive ratio is :

ct= 
= o'05

C1 * r-2
and also if the turns ratio of the intermediate potential transformer is 50:1, then 120 kV

appears to be :

120x0.05=6kV
at the tap capacitor. When this 6 kV voltage is transferred to the secondary side it acts like a

120 V voltage source. Therefore ES for this example will be 120 V. ES is always

expressed in volt.
R, : R, is the Thevenin equivalent resistor which appears in a datafile. Its magnitude

is chosen to be the resistance of the primary circuit transferred to the secondary side. For a

turns ratio of 50:1 and a primary resistance of 1 ohm , R, appears to be :

R¡=1x(50)-2=4x104 C)
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RA11O = S- = 
numb-er of lecgndary turns

Np number of primary tums 6.4.2

C : C is the magnitude of ttre capacitive divider in mic¡ofarad transferred to the

secondary side. C can be formulated as :

^ Cr+Cl'2 -t '2 - tJF
( RAÏO )¿ 6.4.3

where Ct is the stack capacitance and Cz is the tap capaciunce. The equivalent

capacitance C" is defined as the parallel combination of Cr and Cz :

Chapter 6

Rt is expressed in ohm and can be formulated as :

Rt=Rpx@ATIO)2

where Rp is the primary resistance and :

L"=(L*Io)x(RATIO)2
[* is expressed in Henry and satisfies :

R=RLOSSx(RATIO)2

where RLOSS is the core resistance .

Modelíng of CVTs

Ce=Cr+Cz pF 6.4.4

L : L represents the sum of the phase correcting reactor ( L ) and the primary

inductance le <if any) both referred to the secondary side :

6.4.1

6.4.5

r- 1Þc--
ol¿xC

where C is in Farad

R : R is the core resistive loss element in Ohm . R is uansferred to the secondary

side. In order to enable the EMTDC main program to monitor the current passing through

the R, R is divided into two equal series resistors R/2 each. It has to be explained that at

present time the EMTDC pro$am is unable to detect the current flow in the parallel

branches. One method to overcome this deficiency is creating an extra node by halving the

core resistance into two equal parts in series. The new configuration does not have t',¡/o

branches in parallel and therefore the branch curents can be monitored.
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t-: t- is the magnetizing core inductance in Henry referred to the secondary side.

The unsan¡rated core inductance is referred to secondary side and appears in a datafrle. If
core goes to sanration, the progxam will take ca¡e of it by generating more core flux and

without changing any p¿uameter in the datañle. Therefore :

I-rn = SLIN x ( RAIO )2 6.4.7

here SLIN is the core unsanrated inductance. A negative number for Ltn in the datafile is

interpreted by the pro$am as a flag to ignore the core effect. This is like opening the switch

benveen the nodes N3 and N4 in Fig. 6.11.

I* : I* is the secondary inductance in Henry .

S : S represents the switch to inciude or exclude the ferroresonance suppression

circuit The datafile includes the suppression circuit when S = 1. A negative value for S in
the datafile eliminates thatcircuit

Q t Q is the suppression capacitance in microfa¡ad.
I+: The suppression inductance in Henry.
Rr: The suppression resistance in Ohrn
Ru : The resistive burden element in Ohm. The burden can have any configuration

desired by the user. Here the simplest form is chosen .

Nl , N2 , ..... : The node numbers of the equivalent circuit.

The flow chart of Fig.6.12 illustrates how subroutine CVT2 works"
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6.5 - Conclus¡ons

Subsidence Transient Voltage is known to be the majorproblem with capacitive

voitage transformers. The factors contributing to the transient voltage have been

experimentaily tested [14]. The recordings for crest and zero fault initiations are shown in

Figs. 6.13 a and 6.13 b :

a ) Crest Fault Initiation

Figs.6.13 a and 6.13 b The Experimental

b ) 7-nro Fault Initiation

Response of the CVT [14]

0.0 s0.0 100.0 1s0.0 roo.o 
,T"llo 

.*.0

c ) Crest Fault Initiation

Figs. 6.13 c and 6.13 d

350.0 100.0 0.0 50.0 100.0

d)

f50.0 20{t.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0

Sccfid

Zero Fault Initiation

- The Simulation Response of the CVT Model
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Different tesrs have been performed to show the simulation capabilities of the

developed CVT model.The model response to crest and zero fault initiations are shown in

Figs. 6.13 c and 6.13 d. As expected, ferroresonance occurs in both cases and is more

severe in zero fault initiation.

In anottrer test the effect of equivalent capacitance Ce was investigated. In the fîeid,

Ce wÍrs decreased. ftom}.2WltF to 0.087 ttF. ïre zero fault initiation field response of

the 0.244 !ß rutr is shown in Fig. 6.74 a. The field record.ing of the zero fault initiated on

0.087 lrF case is shown in Fig. 6.14 b. The experimental recordings confi.rm that as C"

decreases, the subsidence transient becomes more severe. The theoretical base of this

statement is discussed in section 6.3 A. The same conclusion can be drawn from the

simulation printouts of Fig. 6.14 cfor C" = 0.2M ItF and Fig. 6.14 d for C" = 9.6g7 LrF.

a) C" = 0.244Pß

Figs. 6.1a a and 6.14 b - The Experimental

b ) C" = 0.087 þtF

Response of A CVT t14l

Volr

r70.00

f02.00

3,r.00

Volt

r70.00

10200

34.00

.34.00

-1 02.00

.170.00

0.0 s0.0 100.0 rs0.0 r*.0 
,äTo 

,oo,I.

c) C" = 0.2MPF

Figs. 6.14 c and 6.14 d -

d)
The Simulation Response

f50.0 200.0 2s0.0 300.0 350.0

Sccond xror

Co = 0.0g2 PF

of the CVT Model

350.0 100.0 0.0 s0.0 100.0
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Chapter 6 Modeling of CVTs

The effects of other circuit paftrmeters in severity of ferroresonance are also

investigated by the deveþed model and the results are documented in appendix 3.
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Results and Discussion

In the abstract of this thesis it is mentioned that the subroutines developed to model

the instrument transformers in the EMTDC package are accurate enough to be used for

system simulation purposes. Room for further refinement of the môdels was also taken into

account. Here in chapter seven some possible techniques to improve the existing software

are reviewed, and suggestions for future work in this field are made. For those who may

want to pursue a similarresearch area, the three implemented core saturation models are

briefly compared and pros and cons of each model with respect to others are shown.

Practical problems which were discovered during the development of models are

highlighted.

7.1, - Linearization Error

The linearization of the hysteresis loop has already been discussed in chapter four.

The error associated with the linearization,technique wilt be illustrated by means of an

example. Arbitrary numbers are chosen for simplification.

It can be assumed that for a particulu curïent transformer, the knee point core flux

is 0.5 Tesla, the unsaturated slope is 100.0 and the saturated slope is 1.0. It can further be

assumed that in some specific instant tl, core flux is 0.4999 Tesla and one time step later

it increases to 0.5001 Tesla. Therefore the core current at each instant of time is :

I(t1¡ =

0.499 / 100.0 = 4.99 miliampere

I(t1 +Ât¡ =

0.5001 I 1.0 = 0.5001 AmPere

It can be seen that the core culrent jump in one time step is :

0.5001 - 0.004999 = 0.495 Ampere

and
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Chapter 7 Res¿Ifs and Discussion

Although the selected fluxes and currents are not real values, they explain the

sudden jump in core crurent when linea¡ I - I slope changes to saturated slope. This

effect is shown in Fig. 7.1.

À Core Cunent

x10'1

2.50

1.00

-0.50

-2.00

-3.50

0.4 0.5 0.6

Time ( Second )

0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

x10-1

()
C)È

q)
Fi

U

0.30.20.10.0

Fig.7.1 - The Jump in Core Current Due to the Change of Slope

In a physical device,the core crurent changes smoothly and in a more curved

manner. The difference benveen real core crurent and core curent simulated by the

linearized model is referred to as linearization error. In most practical cases this type of

error is negligible, and therefore the t',vo slope criteria of the modei is adequate. However,

if more precision is required, other techniques can be implemented- One such technique of

improving the iinearized model is explained in section 7.2.

7.2 - Further Refinement of the Linearized Core Model

As mentioned in chapter four, the linearized models of core saturation are based on

t'wo slopes : the unsaturated slope and the san¡rated one. The point of convergence of these

two linea¡slopes on the g - I phne isknown as " l¡neepoint ".In areai nonlinear

hysteresis loop, there is nothing like the point of intersection of two straight lines. Instead,
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Chapter 7 Results and Discussion

the knee point is located on a flne and smooth curve which can be named Ïnee portion. The

linea¡ized model approximates the knee portion with two straight lines. As the operating

point shifts from a point whose flux is slightly less than the knee flux to a point whose flux

is slightly greater than the knee flux, the core cullent suddenly increases.

One possible technique to reduce the linearization error is to define three or more

slopes on the hysteresis loop. This is like approximating a nonlinear exponential with linea¡

segments. The greater the number of segments, the closer the corresponding points on the

exponential. This method can be used in all three models with nvo slopes. The programmer

has to extend the nvo slope formulation of each model to a multi - slope formuiation. This

technique, however, has some ümitations. In most practical cases, selecting the accurate

data pairs from available manufacturer curves is not easy, and sometimes there is not

enough information in the saturation portion. The other constraint is the size of subroutines

which grows as more sþes are modeled. An auxiliary pro$am that is able to read data

pairs and to calculate slopes which have to be replaced in the main subroutine is a step

ahead in furtherrefinement of present ünearized satr¡ration models.

7.3 - Comparison of the Core Models

Among the three developed models which simulate a transducer core, case 1 of the

curent transformer model and the core model of potential transformers are similar. They

both represent linear magnetic loss by a linear inductor. A linea¡ resistor models core

resistive losses in bottr cases. The user provides the slope of linea¡ and saturated porrions

and the core flux at knee poinr The only difference between ttre n¡¡o models is that in

case I of a current transformer model the magnetizing branch does not appear as a branch

in the datafile. However, in the models of potential transformers and capacitive voltage

transfomrer, the linear magnetizing branch has to be specified as an inductor within the

daøfiIe. The subroutine takes care of the saturated portion. Apan from this, both models

have simila¡ configurations, and there is close agreement between their responses to the

same excitation.

The model of case 2 of acturent transformer, however, is somehow different. Here

the user does not specify the core resistive losses as a lumped resistor. Instead, the core

resistive losses change by variaúon of the area enclosed by the hysteresis loop. The user is

able to adjust the enclosed area by specifying the coordinates of the knee point.

As far as the minor loops Íue concerned, case 1 of the cturent transformer modei

reflects all the curvature of the knee portion (Fig.7.2).
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Chapter 7 Results and Discussion

x Flux - Cunent LooP

0.2

o.00o.o7o'140.210.280.350.420.490.560.630.70
Core Current ( AmPere )

Fig.7.2 - Simulation of Minor Loops by the cT Model - case 1

In case 2 of the curent transformer model, the parent and minor loops are

approximated by parallelogams. Fig. 7.3 is a typical hysteresis loop simulation of case 2 :

x10'1

0.2 0.5 0.8 1.1 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3'0

Core Current ( Ampere ) x10-1

Fig.7.3 - Simulation of Minor Loops by the cT Model - case 2
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Chapter 7 Results and Dìscussion

The ouçut of a current transformer model is burden crurent. Fig.7.4 and Fig. 7.5

are the burden curents of current mnsformer models case 1 and case 2 respectively. As

can be obsewed, the burden currents for the same excitation a¡e almost identical. This

indicates that the difference is negligible.

v Burden Cu¡rent

140.0

83.0

26.0

-31.0

-88.0

-145.0

o.oo 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10

Time ( Second )

Fig.7.4 - Simulation of Burden Current by the CT model - Case 1

À Burden Current

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Time ( Second; x10-1

Fig. 7.5 - Simulation of Burden Current by the CT model - Case 2
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x1 02
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Chapter 7 -- Results and Díscussíon

In summary, the best of the three developed mdels differs from one application to

another. It is up to the user to extract the available parameters from the data sheets and to

choose the core model which provides the optimum output for that specific application.

7.4 - The B-H Plane

The core models of instrument transformers are based on the data extracted from the
g - i plane. The horizontal component of the knee point is core cunent and its vertical

component is core flux. However, the actual manufacturer curves may not always have the

same coordinates. As a matter of fact, in some practical cases the manufacturer provides the

B - H curve of the core or in other occasions the v - i curve.

The manufacturer datasheets have to be rescaled and coordinates have to be changed

into I and i before extracting core data for the present models. This is a linear one to one

ransformation therefore an auxiliary progmm which reads data from the I - i plane and

converts them to B -H pairs can be regarded in the future development of the models.

7.5 - Frequency Limitation

EMTDC analyzes electrical circuits in ttre time domain. When used as the software

of a digital simulator, the time step of EMTDC is conf,rned to 50 microseconds, which is

due to the present limitations of digital simulator.

The period of a 60 Hz sinosoid is 16667 microseconds . When a digital simulator

reproduces this waveform there will be 16667 I 50 = 333 discrete points recognized by the

simulator on each cycle of the waveform. The 332 small segments between the successive

points reproduce the original sinosoid. If the frequency of oscillation decreases to 10 Hz

(period = 0.L second), the number of discrete points on one cycle increases to

100000/50 = 2000. In other words, a digital simulator simulates a 10 Hz sinosoid by 1999

line segments. Compared to the 60Hz wave, this is a more accurately simulated waveform.

As the frequency of the sinosoid decreases, the simulated wave approaches the original

one. In fact, the simulated DC is exactly the same as the original DC wave.

The frequency response of capacitive voltage transformers is already investigated in

the literature. Lucas [16] presents an EMTDC model of capacitive voltage transformers,

which has a relatively flat frequency response up to 1000.0 Hz
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Chapter 7 Results and Díscussion

The reliability of the frequency response of the computer model of a CVT is

checked versus the experimentalty recorded frequency response of the same CVT [17]. The

results are in good agreemenl

The step change of currents and voltages in an electrical nework contains a wide

spectn$r of frequency. To duplicate the exact step function, a digital simuiator has to be

able to reproduce all the high frequency components. However, the higher frequencies are

fi.ltered out and the reproduced waveform does not have the same sharp corner of the

original step function.

Bandwidth constraint also affects the modeling of stray capacitances . As an

example, ttre power frequency impedance of a 5 picofarad capacitor is 530 megaohms,

which is virnrally an open circuir At 1.0KHz, this impedance decreases to32megaohms

which is still very high and can be neglected. This example explains why the stray and

interwinding capacitances are ignored in the developed models.

7.6 - Practical Problems

Most of the problems which were discovered during the development and testing of

the models of instn¡ment transformers were due to circuit instability caused by a single

inductor between a node and ground. The stabilizing technique which overcomes this type

of numerical instability is explained in chapter four and will not be repeated here.

Another problem is illustrated in Fig. 7.5 when the minor loop goes outside the

parent loop. The voltage excitation of this datacase is DC + sinosoidal and all the initial

conditions are set to zero. The reason for this odd response is that in one time step the core

emf, which is initially set equal to zero, suddenly jumps to some positive value

corresponding to the DC level. This in turn causes a sharp increase in the core crurent such

that the cturent drawn by the core in the first time step even exceeds the steady core culrent.

Such a sharp change of core flux never occurs in the real worid. To overcome the problem,

the expression of the superimposed DC excitation was modified. The DC level was

replaced by an exponential function which starts at zero DC level at t = 0 and reaches the

desired DC level at t = t. For times greater than t the DC remains constant at the desired

level. Therefore for t > r the excitation is DC + sinosoid- However, the step rise of the

excitation voltage from zero at t = 0 to DC ât t = At is repiaced by a graduai rise in t
seconds. The new excitation was tested and overshoot rù/as eliminated. Fig.7 .6 shows the

hysteresis ioop foilowing the implementation of the exponential approach.
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Current Transformer, Case - 1
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Results and Díscussion
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Fig.7.5 - The Sudden Change of the Core Current
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APPENDIX 1

Sample datafiles and computer printous of the cturent transformer models are

included in this appendix. As mentioned earlier in chapter four, the crurent transformer is

modeled in two different ways. In the first approach which is referred to as case I
throughout the text, the core magnetizing branch is modeled as an inductor with two slopes

and the core losses are taken care of by paralleling a constant linear resistor to the

magnetizing inductor. In case 2, however, the flux - qurent loop is modeled as a single

body with adjustable slopes and resistive loss. As expected, the results of both cases for

similar excitations are very close. To give the reader a brief oven¡iew of what each

subroutine is capable of doing, computer printouts of each model for the following typical

excitations afe attached :

A) Sixty Hertzsinosoidal excitation to observe tire inrush curent and the steady

state parent loop. The curent transformer default par¿¡meters a¡e chosen such that the core

goes into sanradon at each cycle.

B) Superimposed DC on sinosoidal sixty here excitation to investigate the effect of
DC current in the san¡ration of core. In the real world such a DC component can be from

different sources, ¿rmong them geomagnetically induced curcnt or GIC [15].

C) Decaying sixty hertz sinosoidal to illustrate minor loops. The user can decide

about the models by comparing the minor loops of each model to those of manufacturer's

data sheets and selecting the one which is in closer agreement with practical data.

The fundamental60 Hz frequency is chosen forconvenience, but any linear

summation of frequencies from DC up to 1000 Hz can be used as the excitation.

Altogether six sets of computerprintouts a¡e shown in appendix one. Each set

includes the following graphs :

1 - The core curent

2 -The hysteresis loop

3 - The burden crurent

The model and excitation of each set is :

SET 1

SET 2

SET 3

SET 4

SET 5

SET 6

CASE 1 with sinosoidal excitation.

CASE 1 with superimposed DC on sinosoidal excitation.

CASE I with decaying sinosoidal excitation.

CASE 2 with sinosoidal excitation.

CASE 2 with superimposed DC on sinosoidal excitation.

CASE 2 with decaying sinosoidal excitation.
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DATAFILE OF SIJBROI-TTINE CT9 ( CASE 1 ) - SET 1/ TrTLE

5.E-5 1.E-1 10.E-5 / DELT, FII'ITIM, PRTSTP

1 / ONE SUBSYSTEM

2 / N{.]MBER OF NODES

0. a. / IMTIAL NODE VOLTAGES

I - 2 L.E-z O. O. / NETWORK BRANCI#S

2 09.0.0" I
999 /TERMINATES BRANCHDATA

I gg.E.z ISOURCE DATA

999 / TERMINATES SOURCE DATA

999 /TERMINATES TRANSFORMER DATA

ggg /TERMINATES T-LINE DATA

.1OO 1OO / PRINT?LOT LMITS

10 /NUMBEROF OUTPUT CHANNELS

1. 2" 1. -0.47 0. 0. 0. 0.72 10. 0.5

2.8+4 240. 1.5 5.E'3 40. 280900. /
IFRO, ITO, NS, FLUXO, VOLTO, CURNTO, VCO, FAIKNE, SLIN,

SSAT, RLOSS, RATIO, BR, BL, R, VMAX
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CT

À Burden Current x

CASE 1 , SET# 1

Flux - Cunent Læp o Core Current

8.00

x10'1

4.80

ã 1.60
c)

E-

x -1.60

F.{

4.80

€.00

2.00

1.20

0.40

-0.40

-1.20

-2.00

1.20

0.72

0.24

-0.24

-0.72

-1.20

-1.8 -1.4 -0.7 -0.4 0.0 0.4 0.7

Current ( Ampere )

x10'1

(l)

C)È

C)

U

x1 02

o
o)È

c)

U

0.30.20.1 0.80.70.4

x10-1

0.9 t.o Second

x10-1

Second0.50.40.1 0.2 0.3
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DATAFTLE OF SUBROUTINE CT9 ( CASE 1 ) - SET zlrm-E
5.E.5 1.E.1 1O.E.5 IDELI,FINTTM, PRTSTP

I lONE SUBSYSTEM

2 / NT.JMBER OF NODES

O. O. /INITIAL NODE VOLTAGES

I 2 L.8.2 O. O. / NETWORK BRANCHES

2 09.0.0. I
999 / TERMINATES BRANCH DATA

I gg.E.z lSOURCE DATA

999 /TERMINATES SOURCE DATA

999 /TERMINATES TRANSFORMER DATA

999 /TERMINATES T-LINE DATA

.1OO 1OO / PRINTPLOT LMITS

10 /NUMBER OF OUTPUT CHANNELS

1. 2. 1. 0.6 0. 0. 0. 0.8 10. 0.s

2.8+3 240. 1.5 5.8-3 40. 27940. I
IFRO, ITO, NS, FLIJXO, VOLTO, CURNTO, VCO, FAIKNE, SLIN,

SSAT, RLOSS, RATIO, BR, BL, R, VMAX
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cT - cAsEl , sET#2
o Butden Current x Flux ' Current Lmp À Core Current

890.00

x10'3

828.00

d

E 766.00
F

ã 704.00

Êri

642.00

s80.00
0.70.5 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

Current ( AmPere )

2.1 2.3

x10-1

x10-1

0.9 1.0 Second

1.9

x10'3

(l)

C¡

q.)

U

o
0)

C)

U

230.00

194.00

158.00

1?2.00

86.00

50.00

13.00

8.20

3.40

-1.40

-6.20

-11.00

0.0 0.80.70.50.30.20.1

x10-1

0.4 0.80.7
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 1.0 Second



DATAFILE OF SUBROLnINE CT9 ( CASE 1 ) - SET 3/Tm-E
5.E.5 1.E.1 10.E.5 /DELT, FINTTM, PRTSTP

I IONE SUBSYSTEM

2 / NTJMBER OF NODES

O. O. / IMTIAL NODE VOLTAGES

T 2 I.E-z O. O. / NETWORK BRANCFIES

2 09.0.0. I
999 /TERMINATES BRANCHDATA

L gg.F,-z / SOURCE DATA

999 / TERMINATES SOURCE DATA

999 /TERMINATES TRANSFORMER DATA

999 /TERMINATES T-LINE DATA
.1OO lOO / PRINTPLOT LMITS
10. / NUMBER OF OIJTPUT CHANNELS

1. 2" 1. -0.6 0. 0. 0. 0.72 10. 0.s

2.8+4 240. 1.5 5.E-3 40. 350000. /
IFRO, ITO, NS, FLUXO, VOLTO, CURNTO, VCO, FAIKNE, SLIN,

SSAT, RLOSS, RATIO, BR, BL, R, VMAX
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CT - CASEl , SET#3
x Flux - Current LooP À Core Current

9.0

x10-1

5.5

cl

E 2-0

I
â -1.5

lI.

-5.0

€.5

tr Burden Current

-2.9 -2.2 -1.6 2.4

4.0

x10'1

2.6
c)
(l)
È
E 1.2

Ë -0.2
a.)

u -1.6

-3.0

150.00

93.00
c.)

()

Ê 36.00

Ë -21.00
C)

u -7g.oo

-135.00

0.20.10.0

-0.9 -0.3 0.4 1.1 1.7

Current ( Ampere )

3.0 3.7

x10-1

x10-1

Second

x10-1

0.40.3 1.00.90.80.70.6

0.4 0.5
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DATAFTLE OF SUBROUTTNE CT9 ( CASE 2 ) - SET 4lrrn-E
5.E.5 1.E.1 10.E.5 IDELT,FINTM, PRTSTP

L lONE SI]BSYSTEM

2 lNTIMBER OF NODES

O. O. / INITIAL NODE VOLTAGES

I 2 I.8.2 O. O" / NETWORK BRANCIIES

2 09.0.0. /
999 /TERMINATES BRANCHDATA

I gg.E.2 / SOURCE DATA

999 /TERMINATES SOURCE DATA

999 /TERMINATES TRANSFORMER DATA

999 /TERMINATES T-LINE DATA

-1OO lOO / PRINTPLOT LIMITS

10 / NUMBER OF OUTPUT CTIANNELS

1. 2. 1. -0.47 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.72 0"08 10.

0.5 240. 1.5 5.8-3 40. 280900. I
IFRO, ITO, NS, FLUX0, VOLTO, CUREQ0, VC0, REMANT,FAIKNE,

CURKNE,SLIN,SSAT, RATIO, BR, BL, R, VMAX
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CT

Â Burden Current x

- CASE2 , SET#4
Flux - Current LooP o Core Current

8.0

x10'1

€.0

4.8

63ã 1.6
.()F

x -1.6

F"

4.8

x10'1

1.2
c;,

d)o.
E 0.4

Ë 4.4
C)

u -1.2

x'102

0.7
o
()

E 0.2

Ë -0.2
o

u -0.7

-0.7 {.4 0.0 0.4 0.7

Current ( Ampere )

1.4 1.8

x10-1

x10-1

0.9 1.0 Second

x'10-1

1.1-1.8

0.80.70.60.50.40.30.20.1

2.0

-2.0

1.2

0.0

0.2 0.4 0.5

100
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DATAFTLE OF SUBROUTINE CT9 ( CASE 2 ) - SET 5/TÍn-E
5.8.5 1.8.1 10.E.5 /DEVI, FINTTM, PRTSTP

I lONE SUBSYSTEM

2 lNUMBER OF NODES

O. O. /INTIAL NODE VOLTAGES

I 2 I.E-z O. O. / NETWORK BRANCTIES

2 09.0"0. I
999 /TERMINATES BRANCIIDATA

L gg.E-z ISOURCE DATA

999 / TERMINATES SOURCE DATA

999 /TERMINATES TRANSFORMERDATA

999 / TERMINATES T-LINE DATA
.1()O 1OO / PRINTPLOT LMITS
10 /NUMBER OF OUTPUT CHANNELS

1" 2. 1. 0.6 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.8 0.1 10"

0.5 240. l.s 5.E-3 40. 27940. /
IFRO, rro, NS, FLUXO, VOLTO, CUREQ0, VCO, REMANT,FAIKNE,

CURKNE,SLIN,SSAT, RATIO, BR, BL, R, VMAX
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CT. CASE2 , SET#5

o Burden Current x Flux - Current Loop o Core Current

8.90

x10'1

8.28

u) /.bþ
o)
F
x 7.04

E

6.42

5.80

2.50

2.00

1.50

1.00

0.50

0.00

1.30

0.82

0.34

-0.14

-0.62

-1.1 0

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.9

Current ( Ampere )

0.5 0.6
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2.3 2.5

x10-1

x10-1

0.9 t.0 Second

x10-l

2.1

x10-t

c)
c)

c)l.

U

x1 0t

()
c)

c)

(-)

0.50.20.1 0.70.ô

0.70.0 0.1 0.8 0.9 l.o Second



DATAFTT-E OF SUBROUTTNE CT9 ( CASE 2 ) - SET 6/Trfr-E
5.8-5 1.8.1 10.E.5 / DELT, FßI'TIM, PRTSTP

I lONE SUBSYSTEM

2 /NUMBER OFNODES

O. O. /IMTIAL NODE VOLTAGES

L 2 L.E-z O. O. / NETWORK BRANCFIES

2 09.0.0" /
999 / TERMINATES BRANCH DATA

I 99.8.2 / SOIJRCE DATA
999 /TERMINATES SOURCE DATA

999 / TERMINATES TRANSFORMER DATA

999 / TERMINATES T-LINE DATA
.1OO lOO / PRINTPLOT LMITS
10 /NUMBER OF OUTPUT CHANNELS

1. 2. 1. -0.6 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.72 0.1 10.

0.5 240. 1.5 5.E-3 40. 350000. I
IFRO, ITO, NS, FLUXO, VOLTO, CUREQO, VCO, REMANT,FAIKNE,

CURKNE,SLIN,SSAT, RATIO, BR, BL, R, VMAX
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tr Burden Cu¡rent

CT - CASE2 , SET#6
x Flux - Cunent LooP o Core Current

9.00

x10-r

5.50

á 2.00
c)F

x -1.s0

tu
-5.00

€.50
-3.2 -2.5

0.0

-1.8 -1.0 {.3 0.4 1.1 1.8

Current ( AmPere )

2.6 3.3 4.0

x10-1

0.9 1.0 Second

x10-r

x1 02

c)
(l)
È

q)

E

U

x10-1

()
(.)

E

a)F

U

1.50

0.93

0.36

-0.21

-0.78

-1.35

4.00

2.50

1.00

-0.50

-2.00

-3.50

x10-1

0.20.1 0.40.3 0.80.70.60.5

0.40.0 0.1 0.2
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APPENDIX 2

Appendix 2 includes datafiles and sample computer outputs of the model of

potential transformers. The subroutine is called pt2 , andits stn¡cture is discussed in

chapær five. Illustrative examples of appendix 2 deal with wo different types of operating

conditions. The first set of data is arranged in such a \Ã/ay that the core of the potential

transformer does not go into the saturation region, and therefore the core cturent is free of

harmonics. The second case, however, deals with a core wich is forced into the saturation.

Saturation is achieved by shifting the knee point current coordinate in the EM1DC datafite.

In both cases the burden voltage is very close to the scaled down primary voltage, and the
-difference 

is negligible. This is in accordance with the theoretical facs reviewed in chapter

five. In appendix 2 the computer plot of the flux - curent loop is also shown to indicate

core sin¡ation.

Here again 60Hzprimary voltage is chosen for convenience, but the argument

of appendix I regarding excitations with frequencies from DC to 1000 Hz is still valid.
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DATAFILE OF SIIBROUTINE PTz (UNSATURATED CORE ) / TNLE

5.E-5 1.E.1 10.E.5 IDELI,FTNITIM, PRTSTP

1, IONE SUBSYSTEM

6 /NUMBER OF NODES

O. /IMTIAL NODE VOLTAGES

L 2 O. 4.E.8 O. / NETWORK BRANCI{ES

2 0 0. 0.32 0. I
2 3 200.0. 0. I
3 0 200.0. 0. I
2 4 .0050. 0. /
4 5 0. 1.E-4 0. /
5 6 0. 1.8-4 0" I
6 0 1.E80. 0. I

999 /TERMINATES BRANCHDATA

1 5.8-5 0. 0. 0. 0. / souRcE DATA

999 / TERMINATES SOURCE DATA

299 / TERMINATES TRANSFORMER DATA

999 /TERMINATES T-LINE DATA
.I2O LzO / PRINTPLOT LIMITS

10 /NUMBER OF OUTPUT CHANNELS

1.86 800. 8. .0013 0. 1.E3 20. 6"E3 1. 1. -148.8-3 /
RLOSS, SLIN, SSAT, CURKNE, FLIIXO, PN, SN, VMAX,

NODE, NS, TS
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PT WITH UNSATURATED

Down Primary Voltage x Flux - Current l-oop

CORE

o Bu¡den Volagetr

x10-1

Scåled

7.00

5.40

3.80

2.20

0.60

-1.00

1.25

0.75

0.25

-0.25

-0.75

-1.25

1.25

0.75

0.25

-0.25

-0.75

-1.25

d
U'
c)F
x

tJi

x1 02

o

o)
òo
d

o

x1 02

c)
èo

o

-0.4 0.8 2.0 . 3.2

Current ( Ampere )

0.4 0.5 0.6

Time ( Second )
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DATAFILE OF SUBROUTINE YN, (SATURATED CORE ) /T[LE
5.E.5 1.E.1 10.8.5 / DELT, FINTIM, PRTSTP

I lONE SUBSYSTEM

6 /NUMBER OFNODES

O. IINITIAL NODE VOLTAGES

L 2 O. 4.8.8 Û. / NETWORK BRANCI{ES

2 0 0. 0.32 0. I
2 3 200.0. 0. I
3 0 200.0. 0. /
2 4.00s0. 0. I
4 s 0. l.E-4 0. I
5 6 0. 1.E-4 0. /
6 0 1.880" 0. I

999 /TERMINATES BRANCHDATA

1 5.E.5 O. O. O. O. / SOURCE DATA
ggg ITERMINATES SOURCE DATA

999 i TERMINATES TRANSFORMER DATA

999 / TERMINATES T-LINE DATA
.T2O I2O. / PRINTPLOT LIMITS

10 /NUMBER OF OUTPUT CHANNELS

1.E6 800. 8. 625.8-6 0. 1.E3 20. 6.E3 1. 1. -L48.8-3 I
RLOSS, SLIN, SSAT, CURKNE, FLIIXO, PN, SN, VMAX,

NODE" NS, TS
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PT WTTH SATURATED CORE

Down Primary Votøge x Flux - Cunent Loop o Bu¡den Voløge
o

x10'1

Scated

7.00

5.40

3.80

2.20

0.60

-1.00

(€
U1
c)F
x
r!

x1 02

o

a.)
bo

o

x1 02

o

()
èo

o

1.25

0.75

0.25

4.25

-0.75

-1.25

1.25

0.75

0.25

-0.25

-0.75

-1.25

-0.5

0.0

-0.3 -0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5

Current ( Ampere )

0.7 0.8 1.0

x10-1

x10-10.80.70.60.50.40.20.1 1.00.9

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Time ( Second )
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APPENDIX 3

The conclusions of chapter six regarding the factors which affect subsidence

transient voltage in capacitive voltage transformen are confirmed in appendix 3.

Ten different sets of plots are included in appendix 3. These are set # Ia, Eet #

Lb, . . ., set # 5a and set # 5ä. Each case differs from the other cases by one or

more pammeters in its datafrle. Therefore the datafile of each set is placed prior to its

graphs. The key parameters of each case and their special effect on the subsidence voltage

of capacitive voltage transformers are listed later in this appendix. As in the two previous

appendices , a 60Ífz sinosoidal is choseú as the excit¿tion and again frequencies of

0 - 1000 Ífzare applicable. A line to ground fault is simulated through the subroutine

' DSDYN to generate subsidence voluge. The instant of fault is changeable and can be fixed

by ttre user through the datafile. Other circuit parameters which affect the transient response

of the model following a fault a¡e also placed in the datañle and are adjustable.

Two plots are presented for each set. The ñnt graph of each set is the scaled down

Thevenin voltage of the potential transformer. The instant of fault is shown here. The

second one is the burden voltage prior to and after the fault The amplitude and decaying

time of the subsidence transient voltage following the fault can be observed.

The reader will be able to compare the magnitude and time constant of different

ferroresonant cases by referring to this plot of each seLThe function of each set is:

set# la
set# Ib

set# 2a

set # 2b

set # 3a

set # 3b

Effect of zero fault initiation, core is not saturated.

Effect of crest fault initiation, all the parameters are the s¿Lme as in the

previous set except for the instant of fault.

Effect of decreasing the equivalent capacitance of set # la-

Effect of decreasing the equivalent capacitance of set # lb.

: Effect of variation of turns ratio, n = 50, zero fault initiation, core is not

saturated.

Effect of variation of turns ratio, n = 200, zero fault initiation, core is

saturated.

Ltz



set# 4d

set# 4b

set# 5a

set # 5b

Effect of decreasing the load magnitude at zero fault initiation ( from 36

Ohms in set # la to 6 Ohms ), core is not saturated.

Effect of decreasing the load magnitude at crest fault initiation ( from 36

Ohms in set # 1b to 6 Ohms ), core is not san¡rated-

Effect of variation of load power factor, PF = 1.0, core is not sahuated-

Effect of variation of load power factor, PF = 0.7, core is not saturated.
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DATAFILE OF SUBROUTINE CVT2 ( SET # 1a ) ITITLE
IDELT,FINTIM, PRTSTP

/ ONE SUBSYSTEM

/ NUMBER OF NODES

/IMTIAL NODE VOLTAGES

I 2 0. 0. 610. / capacitive divider (s.u. = scaled up)

2 3 0. L2.E-3 0. / correcting inductor (s.d. = scaled down)

3 4 L.E-2 0. 0. / core saturation switch

4 5 200. 0. 0. / core resistive loss / 2 (s. d.)

5 0 200.. 0. 0. / core resistive loss / 2 (s. d.)

4 0 0. .32 0. / core linear slope (s. d.)

3 6 .1 0. 0. / secondary resistance

6 7 0" 1.E-3 0. / secondary inductance

-7 8 0. 500. 0. / suppression inductor

-7 8 0" 0" .83494 / suppression capacitor

8 0 1" 0. 0. / suppression resistor

7 0 36. 0" 0. / load resistance

999 /TERMINATES BRANCHDATA

I t.F.z 0. 0. 0. 0. / souRcE DATA

999 /TERMINATES SOURCEDATA

999 /TERMINATES TRANSFORMERDATA

999 / TERMINATES T-LINE DATA

5.E-5 5.E-1 20.E-5

1

8

0.

-120 120

10

/ PRINTPLOT LIMITS

/ NUMBER OF OUTPUT CHANNELS

1. 1. .25 12.84 .05 500. 10. .0122

0.2318 0.1 800. 8. 0. -1. .654 /
VAR( 1 )=NODE, VAR(2)=NS, VAR(3)=S \{TICHING TIME,

VAR(4)=Vtvt,çtr, VAR(5)=TT{EVENIN VOLTAGE RATIO (C l/Ce),

VAR(6)=PTS PRIMARY TURNS, VAR(7)=PTS SECONDARY TURNS,

VAR( 8)=C 1, VAR(9)=CZ, VAR( 1 0) =CURKNE, VAR( 1 1 ) =Sl-nri,

VAR( 1 2)=SSAT, VAR( I 3)=FLIJX0, VAR( 14)=$,

VAR( 1 5)=FAULT CLEARING TIME

tl4



CVT - SET#1a

o I ScaledDownTheveninVoltage

150.0 250.0 300.0

Second

350.0

o I Burdcn Volngc

ffi
hÆ

o

170.00

102.00

34.00

-34.00

-102.00

-170.00

170.00

102.00

34.00

.34.00

-102.00

-1 70.00

100.0

K?

=
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DATAFILE OF SUBROUTINE CVT2 ( SET # lb ) lTIJLE
/ DELT, FINTIM, PRTSTP

/ ONE SUBSYSTEM

/ NT.]MBER OF NODES

/INITIAL NODE VOLTAGES

| 2 0. 0. 610. / capacitive divider (s.u. = scaled up)

2 3 0. l2.E-3 0. / correcting inductor (s.d. - scaled down)

3 4 I.E-Z 0. 0. / corc saturation switch

4 5 200. 0. 0. / core resistive loss / 2 (s. d.)

5 0 200. 0. 0. / core resistive loss / 2 (s. d.)

4 0 0. "32 0. / core linear slope (s. d.)

3 6 .1 0" 0. / secondary resistance

6 7 0" 1.E-3 0. / secondary inductance

-7 8 0. 500. 0. / suppression inductor

-7 8 0. 0. .83494 / suppression capacitor

I 0 1" 0. 0. / suppression resistor

7 0 36. 0. 0. / load resistance

999 / TERMINATES BRANCH DATA

O. / SOURCE DATA

/ TERMINATES SOIIRCE DATA

/ TERMINATES TRANSFORMER DATA

/ TERMINATES T-LINE DATA

/ PRINTPLOT LIMTS

/ NUMBER OF OUTPUT CHANNELS

.0s s00. L0. .0L22

0.2318 .1 800. 8. 0. -1. .6s4 /
VAR( 1 )=NODE, VAR (2) =NS, VAR(3 )=S'WTICHING a¡ME,

VAR(4)=y¡v1ç¡, VAR(5)=TIIEVENIN VOLTAGE RATIO (C 1/Ce),

VAR(6)=PTS PzuMARY TURNS, VAR(7)=PTS SECONDARY TURNS,

VAR(8)=C1, VAR(9)=C2, VAR(IQ)=CLIRKNE, VAR(1 1)=SLD{,

VAR( 1 2)=S SAT, VAR( 1 3)=FLUXO, VAR( 1 4)=$,

VAR( 1 S)=FAULT CLEARING TIME

5.8-5 5.E-1 20.8-5

1

I
0.

I L.E-2 0. 0. 0.

999

999
999

-120 t20
10

1. 1. 2875.8-4 12.84

tt6



cw - sET#lb

o I Scaled Down Thevenin Voltage

o I Burderi volt¡ge

200.0 250.0 300.0

Second

E@æt

H.Æ

o

170.00

102.00

34.00

-34.00

n02.00

-170.00

170.00

102.00

34.00

-34.00

¡ 02.00

-1 70.00

200.0 250.0 300.0

Second

o

150.0

rt7



DATAFILE OF SUBROUTINE CvI2 ( SET # 7À) lTYil-E

I 2 0. 0. 217 S / capacitive divider (s.u. = scaled up)

2 3 0. 32.8-3 0. / correcting inductor (s.d. = scaied down)

3 4 l.E-z 0. 0. / core saruration switch

4 5 200. 0. 0. / core resistive loss / 2 (s. d.)

5 0 200. 0. 0. / core resistive loss / 2 (s. d.)

4 0 0. "32 0. / corè linear slope (s. d.)

3 6 .l 0. 0. / secondary resistance

6 7 0. 1.E-3 0. / secondary inductance

-7 I 0. 500. 0. / suppression inductor

-7 8 0. 0. .83494 / suppression capacitor

8 0 1. 0. 0. / suppression resistor

7 0 36. 0. 0. / load resistance

999 / TERMINATES BRANCTI DATA

I I.E-z O. O. O. O. / SOURCE DATA

999 / TERMINATES SOURCE DATA
ggg / TERMINATES TRANSFORMER DATA

999 / TERMINATES T-LINE DATA

5.E-5 5.E-1 20.E-5

1

I
0.

-r20 120

10

IDELT,FN.ITIM, PRTSTP

/ ONE STTBSYSTEM

/ NT.]MBER OF NODES

/ IMTIAL NODE VOLTAGES

/ PRINTPLOT LIMITS

/ NUMBER OF OUTPUT CHANNELS

1. 1. .25 12.84 .05 500. 10. .00435

0.08265 0.1 800. 8. 0. -1. .654 /
VAR( 1 )=NODE, VAR(2)=NS, VAR(3)=SWITCHING TIME,

VAR(4)=v¡1¿q¡, VAR(5) =TIìEVENIN VOLTAGE RATIO (C 1 /Ce),

VAR(6)=PTS PRIMARY TIJRNS, VAR(7)=PTS SECONDARY TURNS,

VAR(8)=C1, VAR(9)=C2, VAR(IO)=CURKNE, VAR(i 1)=SLIN,

VAR( I 2)=SSAT, VAR( 1 3)=FLIIX0, VAR( 14)=$,

VAR( 1 5)=FAULT CLEARING TIME
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o

170.00

102.00

34.00

-34.00

-1 02.00

-170.00

170.00

102.00

34.00

-34.00

-1 02.00

-1 70.00

CVT - SET#2a

o I ScaledDownTheveninVoltagc

o I Burden Voltage

250.0 300.0

Second

350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0

x1 0{

150.0r00.0

Eeq
h.Æ

119
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DATAFIIJ OF SUBROUTINE CVTz ( SET #2b) /TTTT-8.

1
,,

3

4

5

4

3

6

-7

I
7

999
1

999

999
999

5.8-5 5.E-1 20.E-5

1

8

0.

2 0. 0. 217.5

3 0. 32.8-3 0.

4 t.E-z 0. 0.

5 200. 0. 0.

0 200" 0. 0.

0 0. .32 0.

6.1 0.0.
7 0" 1.E-3 0.

I 0" 500. 0.

8 0" 0" .83494

01. 0. 0.

0 36. 0. 0.

l-E-2 0. 0. 0. 0.

IDELI, FINIIM, PRTSTP

/ ONE SUBSYSTEM

/ NUMBER OF NODES

/INITIAL NODE VOLTAGES

/ capacitive divider (s.u. = scaled up)

/ correcting inductor (s.d. = scaied down)

I core saturation switch

/ core resistive loss / 2 (s. d.)

/ core resistive loss / 2 (s. d.)

/ corc linear slope (s. d.)

/ secondary resistance

/ secondary inductance

/ suppression inductor

/ suppression capacitor

/ suppression resistor

/ load resistance

/ TERMINATES BRANCH DATA

i SOURCE DATA

/ TERMINATES SOURCE DATA

i TERMINATES TRANSFORMER DATA

/ TERMINATES T-LINE DATA

/ PRINTPLOT LIMITS

/ NUMBER OF OUTPUT CHANNELS

-r20 r20
10

1. 1. 0.2875 L2.84 .05 500. 10. .00435

0.08265 0.1 800. 8. 0. -1. .654 /
VAR( 1 )=NODE, VAR(2)=NS, VAR(3)=S\ilTICHING TIME,

VAR(4)=1¡¡v1q¡, VAR(5 )=TIIEVENIN VOLTAGE RATIO (C 1 /Ce),

VAR(6)=PTS PzuMARY TURNS, VAR(7)=PTS SECONDARY TURNS,

VAR(8)=C1, VAR(9)=C2, VAR(10)=CURKNE, VAR(1 1)=SLbi,

VAR(12)=SSAT, VAR( 1 3)=FLUX0, VAR( 14)=$,

VAR( 1 S)=FAULT CLEARING TIME

t20



CVT - SET#2b

o I Scated Down Thevenin Voltage

o I Burden Voltâge

h"#

o

170.00

102.00

34.00

-34.00

170.00

102.00

34.00

-34.00

-102.00

n 70.00

150.0100.0

ffi
á9.Æ

o

0.0 s0.0 1 00.0 150.0

12t



DATAFILE oF sIrBRourINE cYT2 ( sET # 3a ) / TITLE

5.8-5 5.E-1 20.8-5

1

I
0.

L2
23
34
45
50
40
36
67
-78
-78
80
70

999
I l.E-z 0. 0. 0. 0.

999

999

999
-120 120

10

IDELT,FINTTM, PRTSTP

/ ONE SUBSYSTEM

/ NI.]MBER OF NODES

/INTNAL NODE VOLTAGES

0. 0. 342.5 / capacitive divider (s.u. = scaled up)

0. 0.0205 0. / correcting inductor (s.d. = scaled down)

l.x-z 0. 0. / core saturation switch

200. 0. 0. lcore resistive loss / 2 (s. d.)

200. 0. 0. I core resistive loss / 2 (s. d.)

0. "32 0. / core linear sloPe (s. d.)

.1 0" 0. / secondarY resistance

0. 1"E-3 0. / secondary inductance

0. 500. 0. / suppression inductor

0. 0. .83494 / suppression capacitor

1. 0. 0. / suppression resistor

36. 0. 0. / load resistance

/ TERMINATES BRANCH DATA

/ SOURCE DATA

/ TERMINATES SOI.IRCE DATA

/ TERMINATES TRANSFORMER DATA

/ TERMINATES T-LINE DATA

/ PRINTPLOT LIMITS

i NUMBER OF OUTPUT CHANNELS

1. 1. .25 12.84 .05 500. 10. .00685

0.13015 0.1 800. 8. 0. -1. .654 /
VAR( 1 )=NODE, VAR(2)=NS, VAR(3)=SWITCHING TIME,

VAR(4)=vmUtr, VAR(5)=TIIEVENIN VOLTAGE RATIO (C 1 /Ce)'

VAR(6)=PTS PzuMARY TURNS, VAR(7)=PTS SECONDARY TURNS,

VAR(8)=C1, VAR(9)=C2, VAR(IQ)=CURKNE, VAR(1 1)=SLN,

VAR(l2)=S SAT, VAR( 1 3)=FLLIXO, VAR( 1 4)=$'

VAR( 1 5)=FAIILT CLEARING TIME
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CVT - SET#3a

o I ScaledDownTheveninVoltage

150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0

Second

o I Burden Volt¡lge

Fra¡
å.Æ

o

170.00

102.00

34.00

-34.00

n02.00

-170.00

170.00

102.00

34.00

-34.00

-1 02.00

n70.00

100.0

o

123



DATAFILE OF SUBROUTINE CVT2 ( SET # 3b ) lTrrl-E
5.E.5 5.8.1 20.E.5 /DELT, FINTTM, PRTSTP

I / ONE SUBSYSTEM

8 /NUMBER OF NODES

O. / IMTIAL NODE VOLTAGES

I 2 0. 0. 5480. / capacitive divider (s.u. = scaled up)

2 3 0. 128.8-5 0. / correcting inductor (s.d. = scaled down)

3 4 l.E-z 0. 0. I core saturation switch

4 5 200. 0. 0. / core resistive loss / 2 (s. d.)

5 0 200. 0. 0. / core resistive loss / 2 (s. d.)

4 0 0. ,32 0. / core linear slope (s. d.)

3 6 .1 0. 0. / secondary resistance

6 7 0. 1"8-3 0. / secondary inductance

-7 8 0. 500" 0. / suppression inductor

-7 8 0" 0" .83¿194 / suppression capacitor

I 0 1. 0. 0. / suppression resistor

7 0 36. 0. 0. / load resistance

999
I t.E-z 0. 0. 0. 0.

999

999
999

-L20 L20

10

1. 1. .25 t2.84 .2

/ TERMINATES BRANCH DATA

/ SOURCE DATA

/ TERMINATES SOURCE DATA

/ TERMINATES TRANSFORMER DATA

/ TERMINATES T-LINE DATA

/ PRINTPLOT LIMITS

i NUMBER OF OUTPUT CHANNELS

2000. 10. .0274

0.1096 0.1 800. 8. 0. -1. .6s4 I
VAR( 1 )=NODE, VAR(2)=NS, VAR(3)=SWTTC[{ING 

.¡¡ME,

VAR(4)=v¡¿q¡, VAR(S) =THEVENIN VOLTAGE RATIO (C 1 /Ce),

VAR(6)=PTS PzuMARY TIIRNS, VAR(7)=PTS SECONDARY TURNS,

VAR(8)=C1, VAR(9)=C2, VAR(10)=CURKNE, VAR(1 1)=SLDI,

VAR( 12)=SSAT, VAR( 1 3)=FLIjXO, VAR( i4)=$,

VAR( 1 S)=FAULT CLEARING TIME
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CVT - SET#3b

o I ScaledDovmTheveninvoltage

o I Burden Voltage

200.0 250.0 300.0

Second

350.0 400.0 450.0 500.0

x1 03

ffi
å:4.^ã*

o

170.00

102.00

34.00

-34.00

-102.00

-170.00

170.00

102.00

34.00

-34.00

-102.00

-1 70.00

150.0100.0

@

h.Æ

o

1 00.0 150.0

L25



5.E-5 5.E-1 20.E-5

I
8

0.

I 2 0. 0. 610.

2 3 0. t2.E-3 0.

3 4 t.E-z 0. 0.

4 5 200. 0. 0.

5 0 200. 0. 0.

4 0 0. .32 0.

36.1 0. 0.

6 7 0. 1.E-3 0.

-7 I 0. s00" 0.

-7 8 0. 0. .83494

801" 0. 0.

7 0 6.0. 0"

999
I t.E-z 0. 0. 0. 0.

999

99'9

999
-120 120

10

DATAFILE OF SUBRO{.ITINE CVT2 ( SET # 4a) lTm-E
/DELI,FfIVTIM, PRTSTP

/ ONE SUBSYSTEM

/ NI.'MBER OF NODES

/IMTIAL NODE VOLTAGES

/ capacitive divider (s.u. = scaled up)

/ correcting inductor (s.d. = scaied down)

I core saturation switch

/ core resistive loss / 2 (s. d.)

/ core resistive loss / 2 (s. d.)

/ core linear slope (s. d.)

/ secondary resistance

/ secondary inductance

/ suppression inductor

/ suppression capacitor

/ suppression resistor

/ load resistance

i TERMINATES BRANCH DATA

/ SOURCE DATA

/ TERMINATES SOURCE DATA

/ TERMINATES TRANSFORMER DATA

/ TERMINATES T-LINE DATA

/ PRINTPLOT LIMITS

/ NUMBER OF OUTPUT CHANNELS

1. 1. .25 t2.84 .05 500. 10. .0t22
0.2318 0.1 800. 8. 0. -1. .654 /

VAR( 1 )=NODE, VAR (2)=NS, VAR(3)=SWITCHING TIME,

VAR(4)=v¡¿q¡, VAR(5)=TIIEVENIN VOLTAGE RATIO (C l/Ce),

VAR(6)=PTS PRIMARY TURNS, VAR(7)=PTS SECONDARY TURNS,

VAR(8)=C1, VAR(9)=C2, VAR(l0)=CURKNE, VAR(1 1)=SLD{,

VAR(l2)=S SAT, VAR( 1 3)=FLIIX0, VAR( 1 4)=$,

vAR( 1 s)=FAULT CLEARING TIME
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CVT - SET#4a

o I Scaled Down Thevenin Voltrge

150.0

o I Burden voltage

200.0 250.0

Second

FEqT
ä.Æ

o

170.00

102.00

34.00

-34.00

-102.00

-170.00

170.00

102.00

34.00

-34.00

r 00.0

o

1 00.0 150.0
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DATAFILE OF SUBROUTINE CVTz ( SET # 4b ) / TITLE

5.E-5 5.E-1 20.E-5

I
I
0.

/ DELT, FNI'TIM, PRTSTP

/ ONE SUBSYSTEM

/ NUMBER OF NODES

/IMTIAL NODE VOLTAGES

| 2 0. 0. 610. / capacitive divider (s.u. = scaled up)

2 3 0. L2.E-3 0. / correcting inductor (s.d. - scaled down)

3 4 I.E-Z 0. 0. / core saturation switch

4 5 200. 0. 0. / core resistive loss / 2 (s. d.)

5 0 200. 0. 0. / core resistive loss / 2 (s. d.)

4 0 0. .32 0. / core linear slope (s. d.)

3 6 .l 0. 0. / secondary resistance

6 7 0. l.E-3 0" / secondary inductance

-7 8 0. 500. 0. / suppression inductor

-7 8 0. 0. .83494 / suppression capacitor

8 0 1. 0. 0. / suppression resistor

7 0 6. 0. 0" / load resistance

999 / TERMINATES BRANCH DATA

I I.8.2 O. O. O. O. / SOURCE DATA

999 /TERMINATES SOURCEDATA

999 /TERMINATES TRANSFORMER DATA

999 / TERMINATES T-LINE DATA

-T2O LzO / PRINTPLOT LIMITS

10 / NUMBER OF OUTPUT CHANNELS

1. 1. 2875.8-4 12.84 .05 500. 10. .0122

0.2318 .1 800. 8. 0. -1. .6s4 /
VAR( l)=NODE, VAR(2)=NS, VAR(3)=SWITCHING TIME,

VAR(4)=VI¿qX, VAR(5)=THEVENIN VOLTAGE RATIO (C l/Ce),

VAR(6)=PTS PRIMARY TLIRNS, VAR(7)=PTS SECONDARY TURNS,

VAR( 8)=C 1, VAR(9)=C2, VAR( i Q)=CURKNE, VAR ( 1 1 )=SLD{,

VAR( 12)=SSAT, VAR( 1 3)=FLU[XO, VAR( 14)=S,

VAR( I S)=FAULT CLEARING TIME
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CVT - SET#4b

tr | Scaled Down Thevenin Voltage

150.0 200.0 250.0

Second

o I Burdcn Voltlgc

150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0

Second

@¡
&Æ

o

170.00

102.00

34.00

-34.00

-1 02.00

-1 70.00

170.00

102.00

34.00

-34.00

-102.00

-1 70.00

400.0 450.0 500.0

x10-3

ffiffi

o

100.050.0

r29
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DATAFILE OF SUBROUTINE CVT2 ( SET # 5a ) lTrn-E

1

t

3

4

5

4

3

6

.7

I
7

999
1

999

999
999

5.E-5 5.E-1 20.E-5

I
8

0"

IDELI, FINTTM, PRTSTP

/ ONE SUBSYSTEM

/ NUMBER OF NODES

/INITIAL NODE VOLTAGES

/ capacitive divider (s.u. = scaled up)

/ correcting inductor (s.d. = scaled down)

/ core saturation switch

/ core resistive loss / 2 (s. d.)

/ core resistive loss / 2 (s. d.)

/ core linear slope (s. d.)

/ secondary resistance

/ secondary inductance

/ suppression inductor

/ suppression capacitor

/ suppression resistor

/ load resistance

/ TERMINATES BRANCH DATA

/ SOURCE DATA

/ TERMINATES SOURCE DATA

/ TERMINATES TRANSFORMER DATA

/ TERMINATES T-LINE DATA

/ PRINTPLOT LIMITS

/ NI.IMBER OF OUTPUT CHANNELS

2 0. 0. 610.

3 0. t2.E.-3 0.

4 t.E.z 0. 0.

5 200. 0. 0.

0 200. 0. 0.

0 0. .32 0.

6.1 0.0.
7 0. 1.8-3 0.

I 0. 500. 0.

I 0. 0. .83494

01. 0. 0.

0 36. 0. 0.

l.E.-z 0. 0. 0. 0.

-t20 120

10

1. 1. .25 12.84 .05 500. 10. .0122

0.2318 0.1 800. 8. 0. -1. .654 /
VAR( 1 ) =NODE, VAR (2) =NS, VAR(3)=S WTTCHING TIME,

VAR(4)=VlvfrÐK, VAR(5)=TTIEVENIN VOLTAGE RATIO (C l/Ce),

VAR(6)=PTS PRIMARY TURNS, VAR(7)=PTS SECONDARY TURNS,

VAR(8)=C 1, VAR(9)=CZ, VAR( i O)=CLIRKNE, VAR ( 1 1 ) =SLnrI,
VAR( I 2)=S SAT, VAR( 1 3)=FLUI-X0, VAR( I 4)=S,

VAR( 1 5)=FAIILT CLEARING TIME
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CVT - SET#Sa

o I Scaled Down Thevenin Voltage

150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0

Second

o I Bunten Voltage

250.0

Second

@t
h"#

o

170.00

102.00

34.00

-34.00

170.00

1 02.00

34.00

-34.00

-102.00

ffi
ffi.ÁÉ

o

150.0100.0 350.0300.0 400.0 450.0 500.0

x10{
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DATAFILE OF SUBROUTINE CVT2 ( SET # 5b ) ITTN,E

5.8.5 5.E.1 20.E.5 / DELT, FINTM, PRTSTP

I lONE SUBSYSTEM

8 /NUMBER OFNODES

O. /INTTIAL NODE VOLTAGES

I 2 0. 0. 610. / capacitive divider (s.u. = scaled up)

2 3 0. l2.E-3 0. / correcting inductor (s.d. = scaled down)

3 4 l.E-} 0. 0. I core saturation switch

4 5 200. 0. 0. / coreresistive loss / 2 (s. d.)

5 0 200. 0. 0. / core resistive loss / 2 (s. d.)

4 0 0. .32 0. / core linea¡ slope (s. d.)

3 6 .1 0. 0. / secondary resistance

6 7 0. 1.E-3 0. / secondary inductance

-7 8 0. 500. 0. / suppression inductor

-7 8 0. 0. "83494 / suppression capacitor

8 0 1. 0. 0. / suppression resistor

-7 0 124. 0. 0. / load resistance

-7 0 0.0 .53 0. / load inductance

999
t r.E-z 0. 0. 0. 0.

999
999
999

-120 120

L0

/ TERMINATES BRANCFI DATA

/ SOURCE DATA

/ TERMINATES SOIIRCE DATA

/ TERMINATES TRANSFORMER DATA

/ TERMINATES T-LINE DATA

i PRINTPLOT LIMITS

/ NUMBER OF OUTPUT CHANNELS

1. 1. .25 t2.84 .05 500. 10. .0L22

0.2318 0.1 800. 8. 0. -1. .6s4 /
VAR( 1 )=NODE, VAR(2)=NS, VAR(3 )=SWTICHING TIME,

VAR(4)=vl¿Ur, VAR(5 )=TIIEVENIN VOLTAGE RATIO ( C 1 /Ce),

VAR(6)=PTS PRIMARY TIIRNS, VAR(7)=PTS SECONDARY TURNS,

VAR(8)=C 1, VAR(9)=C2, VAR( 1 0)=CURKNE, VAR( 1 I ) =SLD{,

VAR( i2)=SSAT, VAR( I 3)=FLUX0, VAR( 14)=$,

vAR( 1 S)=FAULT CLEARING TIME
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CVT - SET#5b

o I Scalcd Down Thevenin Volnge

nfÍilL3 rEfi

1 00.0 150.0 200.0 250.0

Second

o I Burden Yollåge

200.0 250.0 300.0

Second

ffiæ

o

170.00

102.00

34.00

-34.00

-102.00

-170.00

170.00

102.00

34.00

-34.00

-102.00

-170.00

ffi

o

150.0
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